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Surviving Spring Fever

All the world is a stage

All about the benjamins

Life! pitches some fun ideas
for the season of new
beginnings.

For Linda Nell Cooper, drama is as
much ministry as performance.

In an economy that is on a steady rise,
the U.S. is coming up short on jobs.
Opinion tells you why.

See page 9

See page 5

See page 7
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SERVING LIBERTY UNIVERSITY FOR TWENTY YEARS

Dr. Borek bids farewell

Spring Break
sends students
to Guatemala
By Richard Gretsky
NEWS REPORTER

LES SCHOFER

ON ANOTHER PATH - In Wednesday's convocation, Dr. Falweli announced that University President Dr. John Borek, would be leaving LU. Borek had been a key player in turning the university around financially and securing its fiscal stability. Borek addressed the school and stated that his time at LU will officially end June 30.
— - ^ . . B y J a k e Belue

Borek was nearly in tears
when he stepped to the podium
to say goodbye to the Liberty
Dr. John Borek announced his family. "The Lord has worked in
resignation as President of Lib- such great ways in my life but
erty University in convocation most of all, he's allowed me to be
last Wednesday. His departure with you," Borek said. "This isn't
marks a great loss for the univer- really farewell. I'm just going on
sity.
another journey."
"He was a gold mine," Dr.
The announcement comes at a
Jerry Falweli said, hailing time when the university is
Borek's contribution to the uni- undergoing dramatic, positive
versity. "Dr. Borek has laid the changes. There is no question
foundation for academic excel- that the school has improved
lence and fiscal planning at this under Borek's guidance.
university."
"We owe a tremendous debt
Falweli made the announce- to our president of the last seven
ment with obvious regret. He years," Falweli said.
said that news of Borek's leaving
Including the seven years
came as a shock. He even jested Borek spent at Liberty Univerthat he had prayed God would sity, he has almost 40 years expechange Borek's mind and allow rience in higher education. From
his position as a business profeshim to stay.
NEWS REPORTER

soBaaad-administrator at Georgia conservative fiscal manageState, he came to Liberty with a ment," Falweli Jr. said.
By 1992, Liberty had accrued
purpose.
"My goal was to assist Dr. Fal- a hefty debt of nearly $83 milweli and his team with the. lion. University officials were
accomplishment of the vision concerned that Liberty would
God gave him for Liberty Univer- lose its accreditation from the
sity," Borek said.
Southern Association of Colleges
Borek's tenure at Liberty was and Schools (SACS). There were
a blessing. Despite a host of new serious concerns that too much
programs and projects to sup- of Liberty's revenue was being
port the burgeoning student pop- used to make debt payments
ulation, the school has main- and, as a result, the university
tained a surprisingly manageable was neglecting its academic probudget. According to Jerry Fal- grams. According to Falweli Jr.,
weli Jr., general counsel to the three accreditation experts were
university, this was due in no retained as consultants "to help
small part to Borek's financial guide Liberty through the SACS
know-how.
accreditation
reaffirmation
"Dr. Borek has done an excel- process."
lent job of maintaining and controlling Liberty's debt level
through strategic planning and
Please see BOREK, page 4

The team of students that traveled
to Guatemala over Spring Break has
returned, but their ministry still continues. While in the Central American
country, the group provided four specific types of ministry to various
groups of people.
Orphanage
The most prominent ministry that
the team provided while in Guatemala
was that of love and care to orphans in
Llano Verde, a small village three
hours from the capital city. The team
slept at the orphanage and spent virtually all of its down time ministering to
the orphans. One day, the team took
the children to a water park to play.
Most of the orphans had difficult,
even traumatizing pasts, and before
coming in contact with Hope of Life
Ministries, they had little hope for the
future.
"Our whole purpose was to show
the love of Christ, and they haven't
seen love all their lives," junior Nina
Matone said. "The same way Christ
showed us love is the only love we're
able to show anyone love."
After bonding with the orphans,
leaving was the hardest part of the trip
for the team.
"It broke my heart to have to leave
the children, but it was amazing for
that short period of time to be able to
love on them and give them something
they've never had before, even if it was
in a small way," junior Jami Parsons
said.
Humanitarian Aid
A three and a half hour bus ride into
the jungle revealed a culture light years
away from that of cell phones and
Internet access. Indian descendants of
the Mayans live in relative anonymity
with their quaint homes and simple
lives.

Please see GUATEMALA, page 3

LU staff witness Christian martyr's oath in India
By Brandon Bryant
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a 20 hour flight and a ten hour train
ride, four Liberty University staff members
arrived in India. They were there to teach
and encourage students at a Bible School.
Those ministering were able to teach through
translators. Sometimes more than one translator was used during a single teaching session
due to the great number of languages spoken
in India.
Those involved in the trip were campus
pastors Dr. Rob Jackson, Dwayne Carson and
Johnnie Moore along with Light Ministry's
Campaign Coordinator Jacob Atchley.
The pastors were also able to take part in
something that was unique, an event that is
not seen very often, if ever in the United
States, at least not in this fashion. This
unique event was the martyr's oath. Two
thousand, four hundred Bible school graduates took an oath that called for people to go
out and reach there area of the world for
Christ.
"I stood there with tears in my eyes just...it
amazed me," Atchley, said of the Martyr's
oath. "The commitment these people made
was a life long commitment that this is how
I'm going to live the rest of my life," Atchley
said.
Moore compared the oath with American
ideas, saying that in America we say that we
hope we would die for Christ but in India they
took the oath. "I've never seen or heard anything like it," Moore said.

The team would start their day out around
6 a.m. and they would go and speak to the
Bible school students and at night they would
go to a large church service.
The team was working with Immanuel
Ministries which is a ministry that builds and
plants churches, is in control of many orphanages, assists lepers and trains Bible students.
Atchley also saw how helpful the people of
India were as two men ministered to him
when he became sick on the trip. "I had two
lost guys...Hindu guys, who loved the religion
they're in and have no desire to follow Christ
exclusively, and when I got sick both of those
guys cut their schedules off and made sure
they were right by my bedside making sure
that I had everything I needed."
Carson also experienced first hand the hospitality of the Indian culture. "It was interesting how they wanted to help you...very
polite," Carson said of a culture that he says is
strongly influenced by Hinduism.
India is a place where people have lots of
gods, according to Carson, which makes it
more difficult to witness. "They are in deep
religious darkness, (so) sharing the gospel
becomes complicated because they may add
Jesus Christ on as one of their gods," Carson
said.
Carson said the point is to get the Indian
people to understand that they must repent
and turn from their false gods.
Not only are there idols in India but there
are also horrible conditions which every member of the team noticed. "It's hard t o describe

I'noio PROVIDED

MISSION: INDIA- Johnnie Moore plays with a group of Indian children on his trip with fellow campus pastors Dwayne
Carson and Rob Jackson and Light ministries'Jacob Atchley. While in India, the group ministered to Bible school students.

the sights that were seen...how much pain and
poverty that's there," Carson said. "From an
emotional standpoint it's just a difficult trip
because you see people living in such hardship," Carson said in comparison with America where people are living under many blessings.
"1 was able to see people who had
absolutely nothing and live as though they had
absolutely everything," Atchley said. "They
lived in such a way where their hope and their
'>•

faith really gave them the key to life. There's
nothing that these people didn't have in
Christ...they were full, they were happy,"
Atchley said.
These people were happy in a culture that is
drastically different from the American culture. A culture that is "indescribable" according to one member of the team.

Please see INDIA, page 2
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INDIA: A different kind of Christian

The Price is Right

continued from page 1

By Chris Price

"I would then go kick it with my
boys, Ben and Jerry. (That's ice
cream for those of you who can't
get past the fact that I said kick it
with my boys. I am ashamed to
have used that phrase)."

I was watching the news the other day,
and I saw a segment on America's new epidemic, obesity.
The show was saying that obesity was
soon going to be something like the number two or three leading killer of Americans. That might not be the exact stat, but
it is something like that. I could look it up
like a journalist, but that's research and I
am against doing that. For all I know, I
may have heard wrong and I am leading
you all astray because I will not take two
seconds out of my day to get accurate
information.
Oh well, I don't need a stat to know that
as a nation, we are fat.
We aren't fat like "little-round-fourth
grade-boy-with-cute-chubby-cheeks"fat.
We are "fat-guy-in-public-who-gets-outof-breath-walking-to-the-end-of-the-buffet-line" fat. We are "wear-sweat pantsand-Velcro-shoes" fat. Our country is fat.
The thing about it is, we are getting fatter. McDonald's recently stopped offering
Supersize portions to customers. How fat
are we as a nation when McDonalds has to
take something off the menu because their
heifer customers are eating themselves to
obesity.
I am glad they made this bold move,
though. No one needed to eat as much as
was in those containers. A single Supersize
fry weighed roughly twelve pounds, and
the drink container doubled as an above
ground swimming pool when you were
done with it. Yet no one could pass up the
chance for even more clogged arteries that
you could get for just 39 more cents.
Don't think that I am lecturing, because
I have been there before.
Last year at this time I was over 70
pounds heavier than I am today. A perfect
day for me was a spicy chicken combo

from Wendy's and a large chili. I would
then go kick it with my boys, Ben and
Jerry. (That's ice cream for those of you
who can't get past the fact that I said kick it
with my boys. I am ashamed to have used
that phrase).
My fitness level was best summed up by
the term "Farleyish." Yes, I was told almost
daily, "You remind me of Chris Farley."
For those of you who are skinny, never tell
someone that they look like Farley.
But then I hit a breaking point and
started dieting and exercising because I
didn't want to die at 25.
I dropped from an XXL to a medium
shirt, and from 42x30 pants to 34x30.1 am
close to what the doctors have said is ideal
for my body size and continue to diet and
exercise.
The point of this is not to brag on
myself. It is actually embarrassing to talk
about your struggle with weight in front of
the student body. The actual point is to tell
you that if you want to lose weight or get
healthier, unless you have a medical condition that you can't help, the responsibility
is on you.
It is a shame that we are making decisions as young people to put things in our
bodies in such large quantities that we are
killing ourselves.
I am not one of these people who thinks
everyone needs to be ripped like Vin
Diesel, or have abs like Britney. But if you
sleep with a box of twinkies instead of a
teddy bear, you may have problems.
Get out and take a walk this week, or eat
a salad or two. I will leave you with this bit
of advice from someone who has been in
the battle for a year and is winning: put the
Hoho down.
When it comes to being a low budget
Richard Simmons, the Price is Right.

Attention Graduates:
Senior Salute Days today
and tomorrow in the
Bookstore!

James Dobson and Tim LaHaye

"There's no way to
describe it...it's like stepping back a couple of
thousand of years...the
poor rural area of most of
India is just unbelievable," Moore said.
Moore depicted the
rural scene in India as a
place with shanties on the
side of the road and people living in huts and
homemade tents.
As
Moore made his way into
the city he saw less of
these types of conditions,
but conditions were still
P H O T O PROVIDED
not very good for some of
the people.
MINISTRY IS PE0PLE-Campus Pastor Rob Jackson, along with others, traveled
Moore suddenly found to India to encourage brethren at different churches taking the martyr's oath.
himself in culture shock
as he got off the train. As
he stepped off the train he was met by a "lit- "That was very challenging to me," Carson
tle five year old child starving to death and said.
begging."
Taking it a step further one member of
However, Moore expressed that there the team felt that he should be among the
was a difference among Christians in India. crowd, giving up his life for the cause of
"To see the difference to see their kind of Christ. As Atchley stood on the stage
contentment in their circumstances com- handing out degrees, he began to see what
pared to what we complain about in the he says is "quite possibly one of the most
states...it was a world view shattered," moving things I've ever been a part of in my
Moore said. "It was culture shock in the life...to be able to stand and hand a degree
purest form."
to someone I consider to have much more
Despite the decaying buildings and bad faith and far much more devotion than
conditions, ministry is still needed in India. myself."
As tears were rolling down his face, Atch"Ministry is people...it's not things," Moore
said. "I just still close my eyes and see ley thought to himself, "is this something
them in my head," Moore said of how the that I'm willing to do?"
people of India impacted his life.
The team was able to teach people in a
This particular mission's trip was not the foreign country about Christ, able to
typical one where evangelizing or construc- encourage fellow believers, able to see faith
tion is taking place. Members of the team acted out in a radical way; but the ministry
were entering a rough area where some of was also rewarding.
them even became sick on the trip as menCarson found his reward through "teachtioned earlier.
ing these pastors how to utilize the tools of
"This trip was focused much like some of the ministry and know that I was investing
Paul's trips...where he went from church to in their lives and their ministries." Now
church and encouraged the brethren and that Carson is back from his trip he would
those who were there and strengthened like to communicate to others what he has
them for the ministry God had for them," gained from this trip.
Atchley said.
"India is in need of some real spiritual
Although the team was there to encour- marines who will go and work in those
age those taking the martyr's oath, they orphanages," Carson said. Carson hopes to
were also encouraged and convicted in relay to students that "there's a real door of
some ways by the amazing faith they saw in opportunity here to show the love of Christ
their brothers and sisters in Christ. A faith to a lot of needy people, not just needy
that was willing to take a stand no matter physically, but definitely needy spiritually."
the cost, even if the cost was death.
For more information about getting
"I knew that these men who were going involved in missions please contact Light
out into regions that did not have the Ministries, located on the second floor of
Gospel were going to be putting their lives DeMoss, room 2 2 0 8 . Contact through eon the line," Carson said. "I just don't mail at light@liberty.edu or by phone at
think in those terms, that by being a pastor 582-2641.
in America I'm putting my life on the line."

River Ridge Auto Body

Bill Kennedy is a dear friend of Dr. LaHaye and
Dr. Dobson. He has already served 10 years on a
20 year prison sentence for a non-violent offense.

Now OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

While even most rapists or murderers are
out in 7 years, this extraordinary sentence
is not American justice.

AT OURNEWLOCATION

Bill Kennedy's case is a snapshot of what
could happen to any businessperson whose
business takes a downturn, and who finds
himself at the mercy of overly aggressive
or unethical federal prosecutors

Family Style Menu, Delivered on platters
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Please join us in urging President Bush
to grant clemency to Bill Kennedy!
He's spent enough time in prison!

_> Side visits i4cutf>e:

Call President Bush today at 202456-1414
and ask for clemency for Bill Kennedy.
Or visit

www.justiceforkennedy.com.

Do it today!

ier

/Sliced Roast Beef • Oven Fried Chicken
Honey Baked Ham • Fried Rounder 'Pork BBQ • Fried Shrimp
Marinated Beet Tips • Grilled Black Angus Steak

Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans • Corn Pudding
Macaroni & Cheese • Sweet Potato Casserole • Cole Slaw Cinnamon
Apples • Choice of Desserts
Al items ottered tor one Inclusive price (Tax. dessert and beverage included)
Adults 512.00 • Children under 12 $6.00 • 2 and under FREE

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Anniversary/Birthday Celebrations,
Private Parties and Business Meetings.
//

y~r

7791 RidimondHWY
(460E-1/2 mile pastMtAthosRd.)

LYNCHBURG,
VA 24504
We
are here to help you with
• Special payment plans for
students and faculty
• Accident Problems
• Insurance Estimates, and
• A Personal Hands-On
Touch to make
vehicle is defle properly.

7<>

Hours: Thursday •Saturday 4:30-9:00 PM, Sunday Noon-8:00 PM
10 Minutes Irom Lynchburg on Route 460 Eost

P h . 434-846399&MII
Owner/Operator - Vito Demdfl!

Junior/SeniorTickets On Sale
Monday through Friday, 11 am to 1 pm Outside Bookstore

Junior/Senior B^n^ibift

*

Don't delay tickets are on sale now!!! More than half the seats have already been sold. Buy your ticket now and
guarantee a good seat! A night of elegance and excitement is planned with a Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre,
especially scripted for Liberty University.Tickets are $28/each, which includes your meal, entertainment and a
night guaranteed to be full of memories at the Hotel Roanoke.Tickets will be on sale after spring break through
Aptil 9th or until they run out. Call ext.2339 or email cbarnhouseHiberty.edu for more information.

Presented by your SGA in coordination with Student Affairs
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GUATEMALA: Reaching hearts in an ancient culture

BRIDGING THE GAP-The team from LU was able to attend the local church which mixed Catholic andMayan religions together. The team was allowed to take part in the service as Guatemalan evangelist Carlos Vargas preached the message of Christ in Spanish, which was then translated into the native language. The team also sang and performed a skit which showed the sacrifice of Christ.
continued from page 1

road adjacent to the main park was
shut down and the students ministered
from an elevated sidewalk to those
seated below.
The second city of the crusade was
Gualan, where students ministered on
a stage .sol up In 'he locai recreation
center.
The crusade in Teculatan was held
outdoors in a cleared field and on a
small stage.
At each of the venues, the people
were receptive and the Spirit of the
Lord was evident at each.
"Through the services, God taught
me that His heart is for people," freshman Frank Sperlazzo said. "It's not
about us: It's totally about His Holy
Spirit."
"I just felt like we really got to show
our hearts," Hackler said.
While the team took part in many
different ministries, they
fought
through fatigue and sickness to complete their mission.
"Ultimately, we were there to glorify
God through our sacrifice and our service and our love," Murphy said.
This decree was echoed by the other
members of the team.
"Nothing that we did was of any significance," Sperlazzo said. "It was His
Holy Spirit working in us that made it
significant."

setting up a store and preparing for a monies about what the Lord had done cities near Llano Verde where the team
bazaar that would raise money for in their lives and performed skits to stayed.
The team was able to go into the vil- Hope of Life Ministries. The ministry present the gospel.
In Chiquimula, the largest city in
lage and attend church. It was not a provides for the orphanage in Llano
Crusades were held in three local which a crusade was held, a portion of
traditional church; Catholic precepts Verde, as well as a school and an eldintermingled with Mayan gods, but the erly home. It also provides food for
villagers allowed the students to enter. thousands of other oiphans in
"I was just praying the whole time Guatemala.
that maybe we could shatter some of
The students worked on the store,
that messed up religion they had," sen- welding cubicle walls onto link fencing,
ior Robin Hackler said.
painting the floors, placing furniture in
After their traditional rituals, the the store for counter and shelf space.
pastor allowed the team to take part in The team added thousands of stock
the service. As Guatemalan evangelist items to complete the project.
Carlos Vargas spoke in Spanish to the
The team spent a lot of time preparpeople, the message of Christ was ing shoes and clothing to be sold, but
translated into their native language. they also served the people through
When he had finished, the team sang hard manual labor.
and then performed a skit, which
"We did an immense amount of
demonstrated the love and sacrifice of work and it was definitely worth it
Christ.
because all the proceeds went to the
Once the service had come to a ministry," sophomore Philip Murphy
close, the students passed out stuffed said.
animals and hats to the locals, in addiThefirstbazaar was held the day the
tion to the food and clothing that had team left. It raised enough money to
been brought for distribution.
support the ministry for five to six
"I loved ministering to them weeks.
because of the look ofjoy on their faces
Bazaars will be held once a month
after we distributed food and supplies and should be a sustaining factor for
to them," Matone said.
the orphanage.
Later in the week, the team also
Multi-city Outreach
packaged 50 boxes of food and delivered them to families of the small vilDuring three nights of the trip the
PHOTO PROVIDED
lage of La Fragua.
team took part in an evangelistic cruKIDS AT PLAY-Two Guatemalan children, Sintia and Josecito, spent more time goofing off than eating. These children and others quickly stole the
sade. Members sang songs of worship
Hope of Life Ministries
Abulk of the team's time was spent in English and Spanish, gave testi- hearts of the LU missions team. Crusades, outreach projects and services were all tools of ministry.
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Saturday, April 3
Sunday, April 4
7:00 p.m.
Beulah Baptist Church
528 Leesville Rd.
Lynchburg, VA
239-1776
www.beulahsbc.org

Distinctively Different.
DINNER:
Tuesday - Saturday
5:00pm - 10:00pm
Featuring grilled
portabella
mushrooms,
certified angus beef,
cajun seafood, chicken, pork
and pasta.
Lunch also served, Tues - Fri, 5pm - 10prn

3009 Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
434-384-7727
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BOREK: Leaving university better off than ever
of the university.
"My advice to the next
leader would be to seek God's
face, pray and promote a team
approach in every decision/'
Borek said. "The team will
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ B j '
never let him down."
Borek is grateful for the time
has
been able to spend at LibHI^^^^P^WMKMHMH
erty. "My number one experience at LU has been spiritual
_ ^^^H
growth supported by a Christ• r w
|»^
^T"~ v^\ "' 'JEW M
ian family of faculty, staff and
students," Borek said.
Borek is leaving the univerSUSAN WIIITI.KY
sity in better shape than he
RIDING OFF-Dr. John Borek rides his Harley Davidson motorcycle during the annual Homecoming parade. Dr.
found it. It is a time when LibBorek helped to start the parade during his tenure at Liberty.
erty has unprecedented
growth, a very successful athcontinued from page 1
the current SGA president, is has stepped up. He has letic program, and a spiritual
Dr. Borek was one of these the student who probably has become the executive vice foundation that is stronger
consultants. The University the most contact with the pres- president of the university and than ever.
will effectively have the same
"It has been an honor to
also contacted major donors ident's office.
and asked for help in reducing
Talking to Fraser, it is evi- responsibilities held by Borek. have served as Liberty Univerthe debt load.
dent that Borek has had a posi- Young will answer directly to sity's president over the last
By 1997, Liberty's debt had tive impact in his life. "Well Chancellor Falwell. Next in seven years," Borek said. He
been reduced to $20 million. miss his able leadership," command will be Dr. Boyd said he will miss Dr. Falwell
Rist, the former vice president along with the faculty and
Falwell Jr. recommended that Fraser said.
for
academic affairs. He now staff. "Dr. Falwell has been an
Fraser
also
wanted
to
Dr. Borek be hired as interim
serves
as provost and Young's inspiration to never be
emphasize
Borek's
genuine
president.
light
hand
man.
replaced," he said. "The uniconcern
for
the
students.
He
"It was obvious to all of us
versity
family will always be
said
that
although
Borek
didn't
According
to
Falwell,
that Dr. Borek was the right
part
of
my
family."
Young
will
be
in
contact
with
have
as
much
interaction
with
person to take the helm at LibBorek
over
the
the
students
as
say,
a
profeserty at this point in its history
few
because of his strong ties with sor, he cares much for the stu- next
dents.
"His
job
just
didn't
weeks
learnSACS and because of his background in both higher educa- allow for a whole lot of one-on- ing "where all
the buttons
tion and business," Falwell Jr. one," Fraser said.
are."
Dr.
John
Borek
was
not
the
said. "Dr. Borek was successful
But Young
only
blessing
to
come
to
Libin convincing SACS that Libshould
fit the
erty.
Lois
Borek
came
with
her
erty with its reduced debt load
position
quite
husband
to
be
a
part
of
the
could adequately fund all of its
well.
A
retired
Liberty
faculty.
She
has
served
obligations and provide adequate support to its academic at Liberty as a professor in the Air Force Genbiology department and been eral, Young
programs."
Falwell Jr. has been close to "an awesome asset to our fac- had been a
Borek over the last seven ulty," according to Dr. Jerry leader in the
military for 29
years. "I have learned much Falwell.
years.
After
the
resignation
goes
from John about higher eduBorek said
cation and its management," into effect June 30, Dr. and
that
he will
Mrs.
Borek
will
move
back
to
Falwell Jr. said. "Dr. Borek has
still
be
right
Georgia
to
spend
more
time
been a great asset to Liberty
there
for
with
his
three
daughters
and
and Liberty will always be a
counsel
in
his
grandchildren.
better university as a result of
a
n
y
t
h
i
n
g
In
his
place,
Dave
Young,
its association with Dr. John
the current vice president for being faced by
Borek."
PHOTO PROVIDED
Brian Fraser, who serves as finance and administration, future leaders
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As he walks into class, there
she is, as beautiful as ever. He
pretends not to notice her, but he
can hardly pay attention to what
the professor is saying because all
he's worried about is what hell
say next time they pass in the
hall.
He doesn't know her well yet
... they haven't even been formally introduced. But he has
already decided why they would
make a perfect couple. "How am
I going to ask out this gorgeous,
godly woman?" he wonders.
To his dismay, he never
answers this question. His pondering turns into procrastination, and before he knows it, he
sees her arm-in-arm with
another guy (who must be a jerk,
he thinks).
He never got the guts so he
never got the girl. Been there?
Well, I believe that the same
force that keeps many guys from
asking out Miss Liberty is the
same force that keeps Christians
from going to the mission field:
fear. "How am I going to convince these insect-worshiping,
funny-language-speaking tribes
to believe in someone (Jesus)
they've never heard of?"
Mission work often seems like
mission impossible...even more
impossible than getting a date
with your crush.
Regrettably, the Bible doesn't
give guys clear advice on how to
avoid rejection, but it does
declare that the expansion of
God's kingdom will NOT face
rejection. Victory is certain. The
bridegroom will get his "date,"
and his eternal marriage will be
glorious (Rev. 19:7).
We can see that the Great
Commission cannot fail from
beginning to end. God told Abraham, "Through your offspring all
nations on earth will be blessed"
(Gen. 22:18, cf. Gen. 12:1-3). Centuries later Paul informs Gentile
believers that Christ is the "offspring" and that they are recipients of God's promises along
with the Jews.
Anyone who has the faith of
Abraham is now considered a

cmdneeck,

Attention Graduates:
Senior Salute Days
today and tomorrow
in the bookstore!

child of Abraham (Rom. 4:16-17).
Whenever a Gentile gets saved,
another person is reaping the
benefits of the one-sided contract
that God signed with the patriarch. Thus, the Abrahamic
covenant is the prelude to and
the foundation for the Great
Commission. The covenant
secures its success.
Just as the first book in the
Bible gives the theological underpinning for the Great Commission, the final book in the Bible
describes thefinishedproduct of
the Great Commission.
"With your blood you purchased men for God from every
tribe and language and people
and nation" (Rev. 5:9). As John
looked into heaven, he didn't see
a 10/40-window dark with sin.
Instead, he saw citizens of the
10/40-window that were dead to
sin. He saw a choir composed of
North Koreans and Kurds and
Arabs and Russians and Indians
and Americans and Sudanese
and Eskimos all worshipping at
God's feet!
The Great Commission will
fail only if John were hallucinating as he recorded his vision and
only if God were unable to keep
his promise to Abraham. Such
knowledge should reduce fear
and spur a greater passion for
missions.
That's the way Paul thought.
"Therefore I endure everything
for the sake of the elect, that they
also may obtain salvation in
Christ Jesus with its eternal
glory" (2 Tim. 2:10).

How odd is it that the concept
of election actually motivated
Paul to suffer and evangelize? It
didn't cause him to sit back, drink
Pepsi and eat Oreos. It compelled
him to labor with more energy.
If a guy knew that a certain
blue-eyed-beauty would say
"yes" when he asked her on a
date, then he would have more
boldness. Likewise, the church
ought to engage in this unfinished task with greater confidence because God has revealed
that the Great Commission cannot fail.
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Linda Nell Cooper: LU'S real stage star
By Sara Lesley

while she was pursuing her
Masters of Arts in Humanities
All the world's a stage,
from Hollins University.
And all the men and women
According to Cooper, he
merely players.
recruited her to teach and later
They have their exits and
to direct primarily because she
their entrances,
was a Christian who had expeAnd one man in his time
rience in the secular world of
plays many parts,
professional theatre. "So, one
His acts being seven ages.
of my major points of focus
-"As You Like It" since the beginning has been
Although
Shakespeare to make students aware of
penned these words a little professional opportunities,"
over 400 years ago, Linda Nell said Cooper.
Cooper lives by them in her
Cooper enjoys working
profession. She turned the with students and the talents
theater department at Liberty each person brings to the
University into a show fit for table. "Theater makes a wonBroadway, and challenges her derful platform for the talent
students to let their Christian here at LU, and when the talfaith overflow into their life, ent is coupled with commitwherever they find them- ment and passion, that stage
selves.
becomes contagious."
Cooper has been Liberty
According to Cooper, theUniversity's theater director ater at Liberty provides stufor seven years and is a rising dents with a chance to display
star among American play- their abilities and hone their
wrights of today. Cooper's skills. "I would love to see
lyrics for Rebel Cry earned every student at Liberty take a
national recognition and were stab at being on stage somefinalists in the national time before he or she graduLehman Engel Musical The- ates," she added.
atre Competition last fall. She
"The stage also provides an
has also won the Charles M. atmosphere for fellowship and
Getchell national award for just plain fun," she said. The
playwriting and is a member packed-out audiences in the
of The Dramatists Guild of Lloyd Auditorium are eviAmerica.
dence that her plays are well
Cooper is a perfect fit for received by students and the
Liberty, where she intertwines Lynchburg community. Most
her faith and her passion for of the performances are sold
theater. "(Christianity) is a out.
worldview and a complete
Her plays and musicals that
lifestyle," she said. "Christian- she has directed at Liberty
ity affects the choices I make in provide opportunities for stuthe theater, but mostly the dents to think. For instance,
choices I make in life which Ragtime, which dealt with
are often reflected in my racial tensions in the 20s in
choices for theater."
New York. She also directs
She has been teaching at some of the plays performed at
LU since 1992, and began the Living Christmas Tree at
directing plays in 1996. She Thomas Road Baptist Church,
was recruited by Dr. Ray Locy, such as Christmas at the Five
the former Chair of Fine Arts & Dime, The Gifts of the Magi,

Job outlook good for
2004 LU graduates

COPY EDITOR

By Raelle Landowski
MEWS REPORTER

MATT TRENT

TAKE A CUE-Cooper assists her cast in rehearsal for Monte Cristo: the musical. The play will premier Friday, April 2 in the Lloyd Auditorium.

and Shenandoah Christmas.
Cooper has made her mark
in the professional realm by
writing plays and musicals
such as Ribs for Dinner, April
Morning, To Each his Own,
June and Judd of the Blue
Ridge, Fireflies, arid Who's
Your Best Friend, just to name
a few. She recently wrote a
new musical adapted from
The Count of Monte Cristo,
which debuts this week at liberty. Tickets may be purchased at the box office in the
Fine Arts Center.
She also directs and writes
most of the choreography for
her plays. "Everything on
stage needs to tell a story including the choreography,"

said Cooper. She said that
when she begins creating choreography for a play, "I start
with a picture in my head, and
then I ask myself how could I
recreate that picture through
movement."
Cooper's heart is in her
work, and that is why her plays
continue to be a success
onstage. "Christianity affects
people so that Christians may
affect theater as actors and
directors and playwrights, and
sports as athletes and coaches,
and education as teachers and
principals." She encourages
her students to do the same
with their lives as they venture
out into the world, but most of
all, she leads by her example.

ANGLEY

For graduating seniors the
somewhat terrifying stress of
job searching has already set
in. However, there are some
encouraging facts that the
Career Center shared at the
Job Outlook Workshop on
March 25. The Career Center
based their facts on the
National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE)
and the Wall Street Journal.
"Unemployment
has
dropped, and there's a 12.7
percent increase on employers
hiring college graduates."
Trisha Tolar, Director of the
Career Center, said.
NACE reported that the top
reasons that employers hire
new graduates is to mold
future leaders of organizations
and also because new graduates are enthusiastic, motivated and provide fresh ideas.
Along with these optimistic
stats, many Liberty students
have job opportunities lined
up;
Holly Smith, a government
major with a specialization in
politics and policy, has two
possible job prospects lined up
after graduation at the SAIC
(Scientific Application International Corporation) located
at the Crane Naval Base near
Bloomington, Ind.
"I have an opportunity in
the foreign military sales
department as a government
contractor," Smith said.
Smith's other option is to
work for a congressman in
Washington D.C., a job opportunity that opened up through
her internship.
"I would prefer to go to D.C.
because I think it would give
me more opportunities to use
my degree, and it's more along
the lines of what I'm interested
in," she said.
But even the students who
don't have plans immediately
following graduation have a
host of opportunities available
with a wider job pool.
However, some students

Discount
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are finding that the pool is a little more difficult to dive into.
"I've looked, but I haven't
applied to any yet. Whenever I
look at the jobs, 95 percent of
them in my major want experience," said communications
major Karla Letourneau.
The Job Outlook Workshop
also looked at the aspect of
best and worst bets for new
college graduates. Food and
beverage processing manufacturers, accounting firms, and
merchandising firms were
included as "best bets." The
"worst bets" included chemical
manufacturers, automotive
and mechanical equipment
manufacturers, communications services firms, and computer and business equipment
manufacturers.
"Many students have heard
the doom and gloom stories.
The reality is that many
employers are actively hiring,"
said Brian Krueger, president
0fC0llegeGrad.com, in a press
release.
The
most
pleasing
announcement made by the
Career Center was the regional
employment hiring percentage
increase. In the Northeast, '
employers plan to hire 15.3
percent new grads of all their
hirings this year. The Midwest
will experience an increase of
13.5 percent, which is just
above the West at 13.3 percent.
And the South will add new
grads by 7.2 percent.
For those students whose
majors are not in demand,
grad school may be a possible
option.
"I'm in the process of applying to two different grad
schools. I would like to get a
grad assistant job so that my
school would be paid for, but I
don't have a job lined up so
far," said psychology major
AnnaWinwood.
Jobs that are in demand for
students with a bachelor's
degree include employers in
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, accounting,
business administration/management, economics/finance,
health and education.

Free Delivery on campus
with minimum $12 orders
(Discount not included)
•^;:S:.,

832-8122

o Flames!!!

www.langleyproperties.net

3805 Wards Road, Lynchburg
4201 S. Amherst Hwy., Madison Heights
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La Rumba brings Latin
culture to LU students

SGA works on building relationships
By Misty Maynard

Unfortunately,
the problem
remains that many students are not
aware of the SGA's activities and
In past years, the Student Govern- therefore regard it with some negament Association has gone through tive opinion.
many changes.
"Our ability to mass communicate
Some years, they were very visible, to the students in an effective way is
making frequent convocation appear- very limited and we have not been
ances.
able to find a...medium that suffiThis year, the organization wants ciently gives us the opportunity to
to get back to the basic mission of the address student concerns on a reguSGA to "serve the University, stu- lar basis. That's one thing that we'll
dents and community for the further- need to do as the student body grows,
but that's something we have to work
ing of God's Kingdom."
Coming into this school year, the on with the administration. It's a
newly elected SGA staff made it their responsibility they have to give us,"
goal to build relationships with stu- Fraser commented.
dents and the administration so that
The SGA, though often not vis
the student's needs could be met ble is working for stumore efficiently.
dent interests. They
While these goals may not be host events
called "glamorous," according to SGA
president, senior Brian Fraser, they
are foundational to building a strong
structure for the future.
"(We are trying) to reverse
the trend that has been the last
three years here within the
Student Government Association," Fraser said, "We're trying
to build it back into what it's
supposed to be, instead of
trying to ride a lame horse."
While the SGA's efforts have
been mostly behind-the-scenes,
their enduring motivation to refine
the structure of the government has
rendered them more effective for the to promote campus unity and to get
students involved. For example, the
student body as a whole.
Their greatest accomplishment so SGA hosted the "Battle of the
far this year is the relationships that Bands" and plan to host a 5K
have been established with the Midnight Run one weekend in
administration. The strong relation- April. They are also responsible for
ships in turn allow greater student the Junior/Senior Banquet.
responsibility.
Also on their agenda for this year is
The SGA reaches out to the stu- a bill that will allow certain R-rated
dents as well in order to build and movies into the students' movie
maintain a solid relationship. Student library. A committee composed of
input is greater from the resulting professors from the Department of
growth of the student senate as well English and Modern Languages will
as the student court and other various "have the authority to regard certain
committees under the SGA.
R-rated movies as acceptable for
NF.WS REPORTER
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moral, historical, and/or literary content," according to the official website. However, it will allow administration to block certain movies rated
PG-13, which are deemed inappropriate.
The student court, composed of
seven student justices, has acquired
the authority to preside over parking
ticket appeals. Standard appeals are
handled by the LUPD, but those
appeals, which are considered controversial, go to court, where students
decide the outcome. The student
court has the authority to reduce the
amount of the fine or dismiss the
charges. They hope that through
responsible management they will gain
more authority and
thus enable students to
be more involved in the
university.
"If we hold to what
we're doing...then in the
next few years it will be big,
with more responsibility...there are several
things (the administration)
can hand over to us," junior
Amber Carwile, an associate
justice of the student court, said. "I
think that we're making an impact
simply because the students are being
heard and they're being given the
opportunity to state their case...and
to explain things that they wouldn't
otherwise be able to."
In the future, the SGA hopes to
gain more student involvement and
so serve the students more effectively.
"I feel it's important that the students understand that the greater
number of people that involve themselves in the Student Government
Association, the greater our ability to
voice our concerns will be...In order
to make a difference, they have to get
involved," Fraser said. For students
who are interested in becoming
involved with the SGA email sga@liberty.edu or call extension 2323.

utomotive

By Alicia Wotring
NEWS REPORTER

Liberty is becoming
known for its cultural diversity with celebrations held by
virtually every nationality
found on campus. Last Friday night, food, music,
games and "Spanglish" dominated the meeting room in
David's Place as students
from all different backgrounds met to participate in
La Rumba, a fiesta for Latin
culture.
La Rumba featured Latin
food, music, and games, but
it also served as a fellowship
for students interested in the
culture. The Minority and
International Student Organization and the Spanish
Club sponsored the event.
"I hope that (students will)
have a better understanding
of the Latin American culture
and be able to learn how
Latin America is," senior Joy
Jefferson said of the event.
Jefferson is the International
Affairs Coordinator in the
MISO office.
La Rumba is the third
MISO event to specifically
focus on Latin culture, the
first being Bienvenidos,
which was hosted last year,
and the second, Noche de
Fiesta, which was held last
semester.
A salsa performance had
been planned for the event,
but was cancelled shortly
beforehand. The performance was expected to take up
a significant portion of the
evening, and while the last
minute cancellation was a
challenge to organizers and
disappointment to students,
the evening was still a success.
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Frank Goff
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the Amazon & Alligator Wrestling
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I
IWe'll tell you if anything needs work and do itl
I
I
I at our always low prices, or...you can have it |
done when you get homel
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•These statements may be stretching the truth a bit. In fact, they are only our techs daydreaming, but one thing we do take seriously is fixing
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"With paid oil change
Good Thru 5-31-04

•
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"I love anything culture,"
senior Meg Hendrickson
said. "I think it's good to have
this kind of thing for different cultures... where everything—the music, the atmosphere, the language—is all
commonplace."
Hendrickson also said that
she found it interesting
because it shows a different
side of Liberty.
Other students agreed
that events that raise the
awareness of other cultures
are important to all students.
"I wasn't born in America.
There's other places to be;
there's a rest of the world,"
senior Jamie Sylvester said.
"I hope that everyone is a little more open to other cultures and the different traditions, realizing the purpose
and reason for doing things is
really important."
La Rumba was a joint
effort between MISO and the
Spanish Club. Members of
the Spanish Club are hoping
that the event will not only
promote Latin culture but
also encourage involvement
in the club itself.
"We want it to be open
and informal, but a learning
environment as well," junior
Laura Becker said. Becker is
the co-president of the Spanish Club.
Spanish Club meets every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in DM
1106. The club serves as a
place for Hispanic students
or students studying Spanish
to meet and learn from each
other.
Each week, the group has
a Spanish worship time, and
hears a presentation over a
different Hispanic country
and its culture.
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Just in time for the warm
weather, the Ad Club is
ready to cool you off with a
tasty treat at an Ice Cream
Social. Thursday, April 1,
Liberty's student chapter of
the American Advertising
Federation will be selling ice
cream sundaes. The AAF
will be set up in front of the
bookstore in DeMoss from
11:30 a m - 3 : 0 0 pm.
The sundaes will sell for a
minimum donation of one
dollar, but customers willing
to donate more would be
greatly appreciated. All proceeds will benefit the Ad
Club's participation in the
American Advertising Federation's district competition. This will be Liberty's
first time sending a team in
over 8 years.
Generous sponsors of the
event include: Billy Joe's,
Caribbean
Sno, and
Sodexho.
Stop by on Thursday with
a dollar to treat yourself to a
satisfying sundae and support Liberty's Ad Club.
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Opinion

"As we have witnessed so clearly in recent years, advances in
technology have enhanced the growth of productivity,
which, in
turn, has been essential to lifting our standards of living."
Alan Greenspan
BAY AREA COUNCIL CONFERENCE, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF . JANUARY 11, 2002

Where are the jobs?
Americans wait for creation of new jobs
A question many Americans find themselves asking, given the recent economic surge, is why aren't
new jobs being created?
Bloomberg.com
reported that consumer
spending is up 3.5 percent
for the first three months
of 2004, compared with
the 2.7 percent increase
andrewmartin
from the previous threemonth span, ranging from October to December of 2003.
The gross domestic product has followed suit as well. The
GDP is the value of all goods and services produced. The
recent fourth quarter growth was 4.1 percent, which followed
a third quarter increase of over eight percent.
This is a good sign for the American economy. After all, it is
usually consumer spending that drives the job market, but
this recent spending hasn't generated the anticipated
amount of new jobs quite yet.
Since the start of the recession in early 2001,2.7 million
jobs have been lost. Only 364,000 new positions have been
created since last September.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in February,
21,000 new jobs were created. This seems to be a good number on the surface, but when looked at in light of the forecasted gain of 125,000, it is quite a let down. Another thing
that dampens the number is that all 21,000 were "accounted
for by government hiring."
President Bush has promised to create over 1 million new
jobs, while his opponent, John Kerry, has promised to create
10 million new jobs for the American people.
While everyone is looking for new ways to generate jobs,
one must first look at the reasons why we are in the midst of
our current jobless recovery and what it will take to push it to
an all out recovery.
Some people are blaming the lack ofjobs on different corporations for outsourcing U.S. jobs to cost-saving places
such as China and India. Paul
Craig Roberts, former
assistant secretary of
the Treasury during
the Reagan adminis|
tration is one of the , ?
most
outspoken
opponents of outsourcing.

S p © O k U p !

"I want the talent of singing.
If I could sing, I would share
my talent with everyone."

-Athena Atienza, Jr.
Virginia Beach, Va.

He, along with other economists, has said that the loss in
capital from outsourcing doesn't result in unemployment,
but rather a reduction in wages. This causes the people to
have less income, but the same mortgages and debts, causing the upward mobility to collapse.
Another item that keeps employers from hiring new help is
the rising cost of work-related benefits, mainly health care.
Monthly health insurance premiums, according to the Kaiser
Family Foundation, rose almost 14 percent in 2003. It was
the third straight year of double-digit increases. This trend
is supposed to continue, while the average affordable rate of
health insurance is only nine percent.
In a study of 62 companies done by Hewitt Associates, a
global outsourcing ad consulting firm, 63 percent said the
rise in health care benefits were a significant concern for corporate costs and 73 percent said they had a significant concern about the impact this has on the number of employees
they are able to cover. Rising costs of health care benefits are
making companies more resistant to the thought of adding
new workers, killing job generation.
A further reason why America is in the state it currently
finds itself in is due to the constant pressures of cost-reduction. While information technology has helped companies
continue to cut costs, it has also meant that they are able to
cut workers.
According to a recent BusinessWeek article,
productivity is up three percent. Productivity produces more wealth, but
not more employment, by
generating higher profits, lower inflation,
and rising
stocks.
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This is causing companies, who would normally hire
younger employees, to hire only those highly experienced
workers to do the jobs. America must be looking for the next
big industry to produce new jobs.
In the 1920s, it was the automobile industry that brought
the country out of a depression. It was the commercial aviation occupation that drove the economy in the 1950s and
1960s. And most recently, it was information technology
that boosted growth in the 1990s.
What we need now is an industry of this magnitude to step
up and lead the charge to recovery. Some possible candidates are the Biotech, telecom, energy, nanotechnology and
space exploration industries.
Mainly it has been consumer spending that caused recoveries in the past. America must continue to spend the money
it has to bolster the U.S. economy. Consumer spending is
said to account for two-thirds of all U.S. economic activity.
This is a vital component to a full economic recovery.
In the current jobless situation, I have just two words for
us-"Be patient." It is only a matter of time until new jobs are
created. The early 1990s economic recovery saw two years of
growth in consumer spending before new jobs were generated.
Following September 11, Americans were encouraged
to keep spending like they had in the past, and we
didn't. Consumer confidence was down for 18
months afterward, reinforcing the recession. We are still feeling the effects.
America just needs to keep
spending. After all, consumer spending drives
job generation.

ld choose a talent, what would it be?

"I would be an artist so that
hundreds of years from now
people would analyze my
work in humanities class."

"I would want to sing so
that every woman would
want me. Just kidding."

—Philip Hawkins, Fr.
Winston-Salem, N.C.

—Ryan Ibarra, Sr.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"I want to learn and know
many languages so that I
could be more effective in
spreading the Gospel to different people groups."
—Amber Wenger, So.
Wooster, Ohio

"To be a musician. They
have a strong ability to
touch people's hearts and
make them happy."

"I wish I could play pro
basketball so that I can
have a shoe named after me
and make instant millions."

—Jeff Kammerer, Jr.
Ocean City, N.J.

—Tai Adenaike, Fr.
Baltimore, Md.
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Commentary
Tragedy shocks Spain as voters head for the polls
The tragic train bombings in Madrid causing great devastation and anger. trators were when they went to the polls. to dictate the outcome of their national
only a few weeks ago marked a sad day in Surprisingly, the voters in Spain elected This and the shock from the gruesomeness elections. This is not how democracies are
history when approximately 200 people the socialist candidate, Jose Luis of the attack made the voter's decisions supposed to react when they are attacked by
fanatics." The actions of the voters could
were killed and over 1400 others were Rodriguez Zapatero to be the new prime uniformed, emotional and impulsive.
injured in a violent act of terrorism against minister of Spain. There are multiple
It is important to note that Spain was a open the door to other terrorists in the
the Spanish people. Following the bomb- problems with and consequences for this target of Al-Queda before the Spanish future who want to impact other elections
ings, the voters in Spain did
decision.
leaders allied themselves with President or any decisions regarding public policy.
The most direct impact to the United
away with the Popular Party
In the first place, it is Bush in the war in Iraq. In an article about
and elected a socialist prime
obvious that the people the elections by Edward N. Luttwak pub- States is the fact that our country has
minister. The vote by the
were
shocked.
As lished in the New York Times, Luttwak potentially lost a previously strong ally in
Spanish people was an emoAmericans, we remember writes, "Osama bin Laden and other the war in Iraq. A majority of the voters in
tional and uniformed deciSpain blamed
how terrible the September Islamists had _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _
sion that will only give more
their coun11th attacks were and how i d e n t i f i e d
power to terrorists and will
try's involveupset the nation was. The Spain as a pri"There were only a few days
harm the efforts of the
target
ment
with
people in Spain were deeply ority
between the attacks and the vot- P r e s i d e n t
United States in the battle
before
disturbed over the terrorist years
with Iraq and against terBush and the
attacks in Madrid, which is the Iraq war."
ing, so the people did not have
rorism worldwide.
means
United States
amehawigton
understandable.
There This
much time to process all that was in
the Iraq
were only a few days that Spain was
The decisions of the votgoing on. These emotions amaz- war for the
ers in Spain were made amidst deep sad- between the attacks and the voting, so the already a target
attack
on
ingly helped to sway some to
ness, shock and confusion over the tragic people did not have much time to process for terrorism,
Madrid.
Now
bombings that had just occurred. An arti- all that was going on. These emotions and the people totally change their political
decinot
Spain has a
cle in USA Today by Samuel Loewenberg amazingly helped to sway some to totally should
who
published three days after the bombings change their political decision in a matter blame Prime sion in a matter of days while the leader
detailed the hasty unfolding of events fol- of days while the horror and shock was Minister Aznar horror and shock was still fresh." vows to fight
for his alliance
terrorism, but
lowing the tragic attack. The representa- still fresh.
with
the United
also wants to
tive for Spain's Popular Party, Prime
The people may or may not have been
Minister Jose Marie Aznar, had worked to thinking clearly, and they made a vital States and the subsequent train bombings. limit or end all involvement in the Iraq
build a good relationship with President national decision before the blame for the
Despite the emotional and somewhat conflict.
Bush and the United States. This caused attacks could definitely be placed on any- uniformed decisions of the Spanish voters,
It is understandable that the people of
Spain to be a close ally during the war in one. There was different information nothing can change the fact that the Spain wanted immediate actions against
Iraq. By supporting Bush, Aznar ignored about whether the attacks were the fault of Socialist Zapatero is now the prime minis- the perpetrators of the bombings in
the dominate Spanish opinion that Spain a Spanish terrorist group or if the attack ter and the world must suffer the conse- Madrid. However, they made a mistake in
should stay out of the Iraqi conflict.
was the work of Al Qaeda. This sparked the quences of Spain's fickleness. The manner quickly making a decision based more on
Despite Aznar's disregard for the peo'- voter's dissatisfaction with Spain's partici- in which the elections were radically swayed emotion than on fact. They could have
ple's pacifist wishes, polls prior to the elec- pation in the Iraq war. If Al Qaeda was shows that whoever did the bombing dra- opened the door to more terrorist bombtion for Spain's new prime minister showed responsible for the attacks, then the people matically changed the leading political ings that are meant to change public opinthat the people were going to elect another could be justified in their anger toward power of a country. The voters in Spain ion, and the new leader of Spain does not
candidate from the Popular Party: their country's involvement in the Iraq war gave the perpetrator great power in swaying want to support the foreign policy of
Mariano Rajoy. Two days before the elec- because it made them a target of terrorism. the outcome. Luttwak wrote, "Spanish vot- President Bush.
tions, four trains were blown up in Madrid But the voters did not know who the perpe- ers have allowed a small band of terrorists

Buying into society: Girl Scout cookies fund moral slump
The GSA was founded in 1912 by Juliette Gordon Low, it does show that the GSA is far from reproving homoOften associated with the innocence of girls selling
Samoas, Thin Mints, and other cookies, the Girl Scouts of who envisioned an organization that would serve to lib- sexuality.
America (GSA) is a recent example of an organization that erate women who were confined by society. By 1920, the
In response to the GSA's liberal shift, Patti Garibay of
has fallen victim to political correctness.
GSA was a recognized institution in Cincinnati founded in 1995 an alternative organization
The GSA has incorporated policies that have
America that had its own uniform, hand- called the American Heritage Girls (AHG). The AHG is a
reflected politically correct, pro-abortion,
book and constitution. Despite being rapidly growing organization that incorporates Christian
feministic ideologies, and as a result have
started with the best intentions, the GSA values and patriotism. The AHG appears to be modeling
reaffirmed to some parents that the GSA is
has now embraced a politically correct the mission of the 1920s GSA.
not an appropriate organization for their
agenda. In the late 1970s, Betty Friedan, a
It would be remiss to not point out that the GSA has posdaughters.
radical feminist author and founder of the itive elements such as helping young girls develop self-conThe Bluebonnet Council of the Girl Scouts
National Organization for Women, served fidence and self-respect. Former First Ladies Nancy
in Waco, Tex. recently sponsored a Planned
on the GSA Board of Directors. In 1972, Reagan and Barbara Bush have indicated that they benefitParenthood event designed to educate and
the GSA dropped "loyalty" from its creed ed from their time in the GSA. The BSA and the GSA
inform young girls about sexual education.
because leaders contended that women underscore the disparate direction of our nation's future.
The Planned Parenthood "education" gabrielwasson
and men were not
Whereas the BSA represents moral
included pamphlets advocating abortion as
expected to comdecency and family values, the
an acceptable practice. Furthermore, the Council also pre- mit to one another in marriage.
Whereas the BSA represents GSA represents the pervasiveness
sented Planned Parenthood chief executive Pam Smallwood In 1993, the GSA amended their
of moral indecency coupled with a
moral decency and family
with the "Woman of the Year" award. As a result of the national oath and permitted
lack of family values. Instead of
values, the GSA represents supporting the GSA, girls and their
Planned Parenthood sponsorship in Waco, many individu- members to say "Allah" or
als have called for a boycott of Girl Scout cookies.
"Lucifer" or any other word
the pervasiveness
of moral parents (and those who buy Girl
The Boy Scouts of America (BSA) has long been attacked instead of God.
Scout cookies, the GSA's biggest
indecency coupled with a
by the left because of its non-inclusive policy toward gays
Whereas the BSA is considered
money maker) should recognize
and atheists who seek membership as scouts and scout to be "insensitive" or "non-inclulack of family
values."
the moral relativism of the GSA
leaders. The BSA should be applauded for its unwavering sive" with their "discrimination
and instead support alternatives
commitment to moral decency. However, the GSA has policy," the GSA does not have one. The GSA is open to like the AHG. As the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said,
enjoyed the support of the left and escaped public scrutiny all people, including lesbian scout leaders and girls. The "We will have to repent in this generation not merely for
simply because it has compromised on the very issues the GSA's effort to be more inclusive to all people does not the hateful words and actions of the bad people but for the
BSA has so ardently resisted.
necessarily suggest the GSA is a lesbian organization, but appalling silence of the good people."
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the opinion of the author solely, not
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Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24506 or drop off in
DeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available online at:
www.liberty.edu/info/champion.

to the
editor
Trusting God: Easier said than done
I've come to believe that trusting God is sometimes easier said that done. I came face to face
with this realization when, a few months ago, my father told me that he was leaving for Iraq.
When our troops went off to war almost a year ago, I joined my fellow Americans in praying for
our military and their families. But I have to admit that hearing my father say he would be leaving for Iraq did not stir feelings of patriotism inside of me. I only felt fear. Suddenly every casualty mentioned on the news cut to my heart. My prayers for the troops and their families
became deeply sincere prayers for God's mercy. And I realized something that shocked me.
Saying that you trust God and meaning it are two different things.
My father has been a UN peacekeeper for the past four years, working in Bosnia and Kosovo.
And now he's been called to go on an American mission in Iraq where he will assist in training
Iraqi police, modernizing and updating their systems, and helping stabilize the police force as
the country adjusts to a new government. 1 can honestly say that I want the Iraqi people to know
what it is like to live in freedom. I hope that their way of life can be improved, their children can
be granted a good education, and their women can begin to feel valued.
My father is carrying with him a stack of Bibles, printed in Arabic. He hopes to share his faith
whenever possible. And so, during this next year, I have a great opportunity to trust God. I
remember a passage in the Bible where Jesus says to his disciples, "Oh, ye of little faith." I can
relate to the way they must have felt. But I take comfort in remembering that Christ didn't give
up on hid disciples. They had many more chances to strengthen their faith and put their trust
in God. I'm learning daily what it means to pray without ceasing. When 1 watch the news, I no
longer feel distanced from the violence in Iraq. It feels very real to me. 1 have friends andrelatives who are risking their lives to give others a chance for a better life. When I remind myself
that God is still in control, 1 feel a renewed sense of hope, and a fresh determination to put my
trust in God.
Brandy R. Bruce
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fun fact of the week

picks of the week
• 4/01 Newsboys, Rebecca St. James, & Jeremy Camp
Come out for one of the most exciting concerts on campus Friday night at 8 p.m. in the Vines Center. For
more information on tickets call the student life office
at ext. 2131.

Each king in a deck of playing cards
represents a great king from history.
Spades - King David, Clubs - Alexander the Great,
Hearts - Charlemagne, and Diamonds - Julius Caesar

• 4/02 LU Lacrosse vs. Southern Virginia
Support the Flames and wear red to the Lacrosse game
on Friday at 7 p.m. in Williams Stadium.
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Surviving*

Relaxing for the
day in Roanoke
By Emily Scheck

Try a taste of Thailand

LIFE! REPORTER

our first weekend off in a month
and the guys want to go out on the
town...obviously not Lynchburg's
town! Some students stick around, especially, "...if it's nice out...I'll go to the
park, play basketball or have a cookout
with some friends," said senior Dave
Barreca. But when it's cold and rainy,
instead of settling for another night at
home watching re-runs of Family Guy,
load up the car and make the 60 minute
trek to Roanoke, for something new and
out of the ordinary.
The month of April offers sporting
events every Friday and Saturday night,
whether it's the Roanoke Express challenging Greenville to an intense game of
hockey or the Roanoke Dazzle vs.
Fayetteville in an exciting game of basketball.
"Roanoke'Express is actually one
of the top in its league, so the games are
interesting but inexpensive," said sophomore Thomas Cooney. For a more interactive experience, spend a night ice-skating at the Roanoke Ice Station.
If sports sounds about as much fun
has having your teeth pulled, the
Roanoke Civic Center offers different
concerts each month. Nickel Creek will
be performing on April 28. Tickets might
be a little expensive but what's that matter to a true fan?
People more inclined to the arts can
get tickets to the Mill Mountain Theatre
to see "God's Man in Texas," April 14 May 2. The Showtimers Inc. is featuring
"Drowning Sorrows" March 24 through
April 4, while the Dumas Center for
Artistic and Cultural Development is performing "Godspell" through April.
For museum lovers Roanoke offers the
Art Museum of Western Virginia, featuring a "Breath of Spring with Kerry
McCarty" on April 3. Guys may be more
inclined to the Virginia Museum of
Transportation with exhibits of every
imaginable vehicle constructed throughout history.
Roanoke also provides activities to fill
a Saturday, whether a visit to the Mill
Mountain Zoo or shopping at the
Roanoke City Market. Of course, no one
can travel that far without working up an
appetite, so Roanoke is saturated with
every imaginable type of food. For a traditional burger head over to Tony's Place,
your typical American restaurant. If
you're craving some Italian food, Pasta
Perfectio offers some of the best pasta in
town. The Red Coyote Mexican Grill
offers spicy flavors and fun, while
Hunter's Grille serves some of the best
steaks in town.

Y

amyjordan
Springtime distractions
he world is a beautiful place right
now. As I'm writing this column,
the sun is shining, there's a light
breeze blowing, and my heart is light.
There's something about spring that
simply makes me content with the
world. When the weather reaches 75
degrees I find myself increasingly more
and more distracted, and less and less
focused on the assignments yet to be
completed.
Spring has a way of distracting me,
and making me focused on everything
except what I should be paying attention
to. I'll be sitting in class, trying to focus
on the material, and I'll find myself
thinking of my upcoming trip to Italy.
When I'm bound and determined to
get that research paper written, my mind
will start wandering to a recent conversation with a friend, or even simply to
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By Carrie Frasz
LIFE! REPORTER

n the past, Liberty students have
had an hour drive to enjoy some of
their favorite cuisines. However,
no longer is a drive to Charlottesville
necessary to fulfill your Thai food
craving.
For those of you that have yet to
experience the original palate of taste
that Thai food offers, now is your
chance. Thai '99 opened its third location in Lynchburg, after the success of
two Thai '99 locations in
Charlottesville.
Some students have already discovered the authentic flavors that Thai
'99 offers. Sophomore Cindy Warren
said, "After visiting Thailand, I found
myself craving the food. I was one of
those students that would drive the
hour to Charlottesville, but now, it's
great to have Thai '99 right in town."
"I suggest the Thai-style Pepper
Steak, with medium spice...it was delicious," recommended senior Holly
Paulette. "The food has a great taste;
it's a nice change in Lynchburg—
something different then the typical
burger."

I

Even professors at
Liberty have
found something they like
at Thai '99.
"My husband,
Eric and I are
always on the
hunt for ethnic foods of
the world, it is
a side effect of
years of missionary work
and travel.
Plus sometimes, you
just want
something
DANIEL ADAMS
besides steak
and potatoes. SPICE IT UP THIS SPRING— Experience the spicy tastes and friendly atmosphere of
Thai '99 has a
Thai 99 in Downtown Lynchburg.
great menu...my
open Monday - Saturday for lunch,
favorite is Shrimp Hot Pot," said psy11:00 a.m.—2:30 p.m., and dinner,
chology professor June Vess.
5:00
p.m.—9:30 p.m. They are closed
Thai '99 is located at 21 Wadsworth
on
Sundays.
Thai '99 offers their
Street, Suite 100. You will see the purwhole
menu
as take-out as well, stop
ple sign behind McDonald's and Pizza
in
or
call
ahead.
However you get it,
Hut on Memorial Avenue, next to the
try
Thai
'99.
Lynchburg public library. Thai '99 is

Take a glimpse into the past
By Cami Poplaski
LIFE! REPORTER

ith the weather
getting nicer every
day, it is no wonder that people are looking
for more outside activities.
If you're looking for a great
place to spend the day and
somewhere that doesn't
take forever to get to, consider a visit to the Natural
Bridge. If you have already
been there take somebody
who hasn't been, it will be
worth the trip.
Natural Bridge is an
amazing bridge formed by
limestone, it supports a
highway and even connects
two mountains. The bridge
forms an arch that is more
than 200 feet high and 90
feet long. Visitors to this

W

attraction can take stairs to
the bottom of the bridge
and walk along the creek
that flows underneath.
Natural Bridge is a great
way to get away from campus and spend the day outside.
Scared of heights?
Maybe you should try Luray
Caverns. These caverns are
located just off I-81. Luray
Caverns is a U.S. National
Landmark and one of
Virginia's most spectacular
sites. It is the largest cavern in the East and fourth
largest in the states. The
caverns feature stalactites
and stalagmites each with
different colors, a room
called "Dream Lake", ceilings more than 10 stories
high, and perhaps most
famous the "Great

the diet vanilla coke calling" out my
name from Sonic. I really want to
be focused on the novel I'm supposed to be reading, or my
grammar homework, but I just
can't help but think about
Tuscany, or the fact that I'll be
graduating in only a few short
weeks.
I am an excessively sappy
person. Mock me if you will—
I'm entirely unashamed of
the fact that I love every
thing sentimental and
syrupy. I have to confess that one of my
favorite distractions in
class is pondering how
to pair up people in my
class.
Anyone
who is
around me for more
than a short period of
time is familiar with the
phrases, "He deserves to
be
with
someone
absolutely fabulous," or
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Stalagpipe Organ." The
organ, although perhaps
not exactly in tune, can
actually be played. The
pathways are paved with
handrails and are very easy
to walk. Visitors are never
required to get down on
hands and knees in order to
progress through the caves.
This makes the caves accessible and easy to enjoy for
almost everyone.
If you are into history
pack a lunch and take a trip
the D-day Memorial located
in Bedford. The price is $5
per adult. The National Dday Memorial can only truly
be appreciated, and its significance realized, by visiting it in person. Bedford,
Va. was chosen for the site
of the National D-day
Memorial because Bedford

I really want her to be with someone
amazing" because they are relatively common ones for me. I just
love to see the people that I love
with someone who puts a smile
on their face.
Allow me to say that by
no means do I think that anyone's worth or significance is
based upon whether or not
they are in a relationship,
because then I would have
to stand upon yet another soapbox of mine.
Relationships should
not define an individual's self-worth.
However,
as
strongly
as I
believe that a person is just as
valuable without
a relationship as
with one, I am
equally insistent
that romance is
always a wonderful thing.

lost more soldiers per capita during the first few hours
of the D-day invasion than
any other community in the
United States. This attraction features a beach scene
and an observation airplane
as well as many other
sights. For more information on the D-day Memorial
and for some great pictures
of what you can expect once
inside go to http://www.
ddaymemorial.info/
All three of these attractions have some cost
involved so be sure to bring
some money with you. So
what are you waiting for?
Forget about the dollar theater and the mall. Pack a
lunch, load some friends
into the car and get out of
Lynchburg for an adventure!

It genuinely makes me happy to see
all the newly developing springtime
romances. Even when I was single, couples in the spring held a special place in
my heart. If you do happen to be in relationship of your own right now, take
advantage of the increasingly pretty
weather with your guy or girl.
For those of you who aren't currently
in the midst of springtime romance, I
strongly encourage you to be open to
something in this season of new beginnings. Guys, take advantage of the season and follow up with the girl you've
been admiring the entire semester.
Goethe said, "Boldness has genius,
power and magic in it." So be bold. The
girl who sits next to you in biology may
have been waiting for you to bestow your
affections upon her. You just won't know
until you ask.
So enjoy your spring. When the beautiful weather and the spring fever start
getting to you, do something fun.
Indulge in a little bit of romance. You
just might be glad you did.
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Track: Men's 4x800 team sets record

The Bottom

Riley, and Adam Williams.
Robinson, a junior from the
Bahamas, won both the 100
and 200 meter dashes, in
times of 12.05 and 24.87
respectfully.
Andrea Andrews captured the 400 meter hurdles in a time of 66.38 and
then finished second in the
open 400 meter dash in a
time of 58.79.
Melly led a strong showing
from the men's distance crew
as he won the 1500 meters
and the 5000 meters. Melly
ran the 1500 meters in
4:03.50 and the 5000 in
15:35.94. The Liberty men
swept the first three places in
the 1500 meters and then
took the top four places in the
800 meters.
Riley and Williams both
won their gender's pole vault.
Riley vaulted 10'n 34" in her
first competition of the year
as she red-shirted the indoor
season. Williams then won
the men's pole vault with a
vault of 13'5 ^4"In Florida, over spring
break, the team competed at

Continued from Page 16

Lyons finished in third
place in the 800 meter ntn
notching a time of 1:51.78,
while Rabe was fifth in the
mile with a time of 4:12.80.
Wilson also performed
well at the IC4A meet as he
finished in third place for
the long jump, jumping
24'00.25".

One of these years I will not make a
fool of myself. Yes my friend, there will
come a day that I will look like an
omniscient mind, dwelling in a feeble
human body. But until that day, every
time spring approaches I will look forward to humiliation. March, and the
madness it brings, has forever scarred
my pride. I am the sports fan that loses
to the office secretary in the tournament
pool every year: HEAR ME ROAR!!!
If there is one thing that I have
learned about picking winners in the
NCAA tournament, it is that you cannot
learn about picking winners in the
NCAA tournament. I'd like to think of
myself as a knowledgeable sports fan,
but somehow each time I pass out
brackets in early March, I end up walking around with a sign that says, "Laugh
at me. I picked Stanford."
It all begins with the bracket buster
teams. I never will be able to understand
how Alabama, after only winning 17
games in a fairly weak Southeaster
Conference, winds up taking the big
stick to Stanford, a team entering the
tourney with only one loss on the year.
What gets into these teams' minds?
Does anyone really think that UAB is
better than Kentucky? I just hate the
fact that people who don't even know
how to pronounce Xavier found a way to
misspell its name (Musketeer) all the
way to the Sweet 16.
My favorite quote this year, from one

of those continually-consistent-can'tcall-lucky breeds, was, "I didn't know
that Duke's jerseys were blue!" Yeah
Dave, they replaced the old unis when
they changed from the Duke Magenta
Devils. What am I supposed to say to
that? The answer is nothing. The reason? Dave still found a way to beat me in
the bracket picks by four.
The worst part of March Madness is
the smack talk. Within an hour of the
game, a group of four guys that would be
asking for Stuart Scott's last name had
already mocked me because Nevada
pounded Gonzaga. How do these guys
do it? I spend days upon days analyzing
and even meditating on ESPN's preview
of the tourney, and somehow these people beat me every year by the luck of the
draw?
The beating is intense and the
heartache can be unbearable, but somehow I find a way to look myself in the
mirror by June. What bothers me is that
there are "friends back home" that will
save their bracket, still highlighted and
stapled to the office wall for me when I
step off of the plane in May.
So, when the madness has faded into
April's showers, don't save your brackets. Don't make a fool out of me. In fact,
if you do fall into this category, just
don't be an office secretary. March
Madness is a sports fans fantasy and
nightmare tied into one, and that's the
Bottom Line.

Kena Butts was another
Liberty participant that
scored in the ECAC meet as
she finished in fifth place in
the high jump, jumping s'f
Overall the men's team
finished in 17th place while
the women were 19th.
The weekend before spring
break, the entire Liberty team
then traveled to Charleston,
S.C., where they competed in
the Charleston Southern
Invitational. In their first outdoor meet of the year the
Flames scored in just about
every event, and won 15 events.
Strong individual performances were turned in by
Mynique Robinson, Andrea
Andrews, Melly, Aimee

the Florida State Relays.
Going against strong competition from universities like
Michigan, Kentucky, Florida
State, Georgia Tech, Florida,
and Louisville, Liberty had
many compelling performances.
McNaney won the heptathlon with a score of
5235 points after the seven
event competition. Fellow
multi-event athlete Jordan
Crawford notched a solid
second place performance
in the decathlon, finishing
with 6556 points. Wilson
was third in the long jump
with a leap of 23'io.25".
Melly notched a first place
finish in the 5000 meters
running 14:49.85, while the
men's 4x800 relay team of
Christian Nichols, Jason
Brown, Travis Campbell, and
Rabe set a new school record
with a time of 7:33.54
The Liberty track team
next competes at home for its
first home meet of the season.
The Liberty Invitational &
Multi Event begins Thursday
and runs through Saturday.

Football: Blue vs. White game soon
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SUSAN WHITLEY

THREE YARDS AND A CLOUD OF DUST - Flames running back gets tackled on a clouded field while other defenders
stand off to the side and watch the team go to work.
Continued from Page 16

FINANCIAL SERVICES SUB-AGENTS
Our financial services agency is a well-established organization that continues to grow its business operation and is in need of several enterprising and self-motivated proffessionals to join its staff. Canidates
should have a minimum of 5 years working "safe type" money investments with seniors, bring annuity/life

Mid-year enrollee offensive lineman Matt
Beard, and quarterback transfers Brock
Farrell (Saddleback College) and Paul Troth
(East Carolina University) competed in
spring drills last week as well.
The team concluded the first week of practice with its first organized scrimmage on
Saturday on its* practice field. While rain
greeted the team on Saturday, it didn't
dampen the action. The defensive unit
looked very sound while producing big hitting plays and intercepting two passes. On

offense the Flames started out slow but put
two scoring drives together. Both drives were
capped off by touchdowns from rising junior
running back Marcus Hamilton. Hamilton
scored on a five-yard run and a 40-plus-yard
screen pass.
In the end, the team sees room for much
improvement and is not nearly where it
would like to be in terms of execution, but
overall, much was accomplished in the first
week of spring drills. The team will continue
to practice Tuesday-Thursday and scrimmage on Saturday for the next two weeks.

otLTC expertise to the table, be a comsummate team player and be ready to work in a top flight fast
moving entreprereurial organization. Ability to listen and apply solid wealth management principles to
clients needs is essential.These opportumities offer extraordinary type income potential and only those
proffesionals comfortable with earning in the high five-figure range need apply.
Please fax you resume t o :

Where we have

everything

434-846-1746,
Attn. HR Department: Code: 771

but you...

Call me
434-426-6446

\(J/,A'. ,/&//

ALl
TUNE
atuw
LUBE

1 4 4 1 5 Wards
Road
(Across from Sheetz
Gas Station)

582-4500
Appointments Preferred

BRAKES and MORE*

Hours: M-F 8-6; Sat 8-4

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP

OILCHANGE
&LUBE

From $29.90* 4cyl

Includes:
• Oil change
(up to 5 qts.l'cnzoil I0W30)
• Replace Oil Filter

•Some \IULS. pick-ups, Uansvase arid lurd U> luiic UIJ'.HU . additiuul.
Environmental Fee May Apply

Save your Transmission with
Preventative Maintenance
From:

ALL TUNE l$
[TRANSMISSIONS
1

39

• FREE brake & vehicle
maintenance inspection.
Willi coupon. I.xpircs 04/16/04

r

30/60/90
SCHEDULED
MAINTENANCE

From:

$

159

90

Includes:

6 & 8 cyl slightly higher.
Includes parts
I • t i l l , lube & filter
• Maintenance I une-Up

FUEL~INJECflON | • New PVC filter
air filter
SERVICE
i •• New
New spark plugs

95

Flee Road Test • Change l-'luid • Adjust Linkage •
Clean Screen • Parts Additional
Willi cuupun. l.xpiics W li. il-l

Willi coupon. I.xpircs 04/16/04

From: $69.90*

Includes most vehicles
Includes:
• Three-stage cleaning
• Save on costly repairs
• Recommended every 15,000
miles
• Fuel filler additional
• Reduce emissions
Willi coupon. Fxpucs 04/16/04

Store Your Things for the Summer!

• Lubricate chassis

! BRAKE SPECIAL ,
Includes:
• Install new disc brake pads only
• Some foreign ears, trucks and
vans additional.
• Inspect rotors, turning
additional
• Free Drake inspection
• Inspect master cylinder and brake
hoses
• Add tluid as needed
• Test-drive vehicle
• Semi-metallic pads additional.

I T o it N li O M i: S

Contact our Welcome Center at
oldmilltownhomes@vahoo.com
or call us at (434) 237-2901

From $12.90*

Includes:
• Install new spark plugs
(platinum plugs add'l)
• Inspect, filters, belts & hoses
• Other engine performance items
additional
• 12,000 miles, 12 month guarantee, whichever conies first.
With coupon, l-xpires 04/16/04

From: $54.90* per axle.
Save $$

Come in and find out about our
Student Specials and which one
is best for youl
You can recieve up tp $400 for referring someone to
Old Mill with our Referral Reward Program!

Billy J. Seabolt, Esq.

Lynchburg

Our Townhomes are
Perfect for Students]

(platinum plugs additional)
Cooling system service with new
anli-free/.c (up lo I gallon)
Transmission service & filter
Tire rotation
(lean &. adjust brakes
Repack wheel bcaiing
(if applicable)
Willi coupon 1 xpiio 04/16/04

Uncle
Bob's
Storage

10% off
with student ID!

3 Convenient Locations:
8117 Timberlake - 237-0647
2637 Lakeside - 385-1087
22195 Timberlake - 237-0960
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Danielle McNaney: Women's track star and leader

PHOTO PROVIDED

HURDLER - Dani McNaney clears a hurdle on her way to a fast finish in the 200 meter hurdles.
By Megan Fatkin

and gone to nationals forever, but never
placed." After placing in two events McNaney
claims "that was the thing that I had worked
"Maybe it is the flying through the air part," the hardest for and finally accomplished."
Danielle (Dani) McNaney a 5'6 junior from
When looking at universities, McNaney
Gardner, Kansas explains as to why the high knew that she wanted to go to a Division I
jump was her favorite event in the heptathlon. Christian school. She was choosing between
McNaney's first reply was "whichever one Oral Roberts University and Liberty. After visI'm doing well in!" Which as her one time 9th iting each school, the coaching situations had a
place national ranking indicates, that makes all huge impact on her decision. "I went down to
ORU and wasn't overly impressed with the
of them.
Before becoming Big South Indoor Track coaching." McNaney had opposite feelings
and Field Athlete of the week, McNaney start- about Liberty's staff, "Coach Tolsma was very
ed running young. Her first competitive run- open and very concerned about me as an indining experience was when she was five years vidual, not just as an athlete."
old. They had a "Fun Run" during the middle
For McNaney, the coaching has not been
of a track meet for her older sister. "I was like the only good part about being at Liberty. "As
'I'm going to win this race.' I was all cocky but far as track goes, my favorite part of Liberty is
then I won it," McNaney said. "And ever since the people on my team. They are my closest
then I've had this weird desire to go running." friends and we are like a family, much closer
Participating in track throughout junior than my team in high school. Even on the
high and high school and doing competitive men's side, we're all just one big family."
track during the summers kept McNaney busy
McNaney saw this team atmosphere, this
but "I loved it," she said. "I'm one of those peo- camaraderie, early in her career. "My freshple that actually enjoy running."
man year was the first year that the girls almost
McNaney feels her proudest moment came lost Big South. The upperclassmen really
during her high school career. "The summer pulled us underneath their wings and showed
after my junior year was the first time I placed us what we needed to do."
at nationals. I had been doing summer track
"Every year that I've been here, the women's
SPORT REPORTER

MILANO'S
Italian

Restaurant

5006 Boonsboro Road - Lynchburg, VA 24503
(434) 384-3400

Featuring an Extensive Menu of
Authentic Ital ian Food

In terms of the team, McNaney has some
team has been expected to lose or come close
to losing." Last year in Outdoor the women more goals. "I'd really like to see our team win
were serious underdogs going into the Big Big South, Indoor and Outdoor."
South Championship but finished in first
However, she realizes that this team relies
place. "It is awesome to see how God works in on her as an individual. "As an upperclassman,
it. People will have a bad day, and somebody I have to be able to encourage those girls that
else will set a personal record."
are underneath me. When you are on a team
Being part of a team that has won like this you are responsible for each other's
Championships has created a desire to win in training, keeping each other on top of it.
the mind of McNaney. "Every year you get just Somebody might have a bad day and you have
as nervous and every year you work just as to be willing to step up and help them out."
hard for it. It never gets old because there is
Many might think of track as an individual
always that chance that you are going to lose." sport and not so much of a team sport.
McNaney has learned what it means to McNaney said that even she did in high school,
work hard on the track, but there are more "I never thought twice. If they had a bad day
things that she has been able to apply to life. that was their problem. I was there to take care
According to McNaney her growth as an indi- of myself." After arriving at Liberty as a freshvidual comes a lot through track. "Track man, the seniors soon taught McNaney that
brought me all the way to Virginia when my there was. more to it. "I remember the first time
home is in Kansas. I had to grow up and I was having a rough day, they were like 'Come
mature and deal with responsibilities that on, you can get though this.' They were a concome with being so far away." As many stu- stant encouragement." The then seniors disdents figure out, the first time they leave home, played a quality that has become a key ingredi"I became more independent and more outgo- ent on the women's track team. "Especially
ing. Through track I have had to develop lead- when the season is so long, when you start in
August or September and go through June,
ership skills that I haven't needed before."
Last year, unfortunately, McNaney was hit you learn how important encouragement is
with an injury that basically killed her entire and how important your teammates are."
season but she was open enough to see that she
With even such a long season, McNaney
was given a chance to grow spiritually. "I has been able to keep herself motivated. This
learned a lot about dependence on God and includes possessing the drive to physically
not on my natural ability because it was taken push herself everyday. "I'm one of those people
from me. Then after I learned to depend on who enjoys doing what I do," McNaney said.
God, that is when He blessed me."
"There are days when I don't feel like coming
out. But I am a
Dependence is
_ _ ^ . ^ believer that
not the only lesson
God has given me
McNaney
has
"I am a firm believer that God the
talent that I
learned
through
has given me the talent that I have, and it is my
track.
"I
also
learned that you have...it
is my responsibility to responsibility to
develop it as far as
can't set limits on
develop it."
it will take me."
yourself. You have
As a junior,
to have big goals
and big expectations because you never know McNaney will have two more opportunities to
where it is going to take you." Like many ath- go to Nationals and perform the way she wants
letes, McNaney started out because she loved to and the way she knows she can. But what
what she was doing but there was always more. can a track star do after her senior year? "You
"When I first started running I just wanted to can either sign up to run with a club or you can
qualify for the state track meet, I never thought run as an individual," she said. "I always said
that I would be competing at a Division I that I would if I had the chance, and if I get the
school and after I came here, I never thought chance I probably will." McNaney's desire to
that I would be able to qualify for Nationals. stay competitive will not be dampened. "If my
But in the back of my head I had that as a goal." body is falling apart I am not going to push
For this season, McNaney has some goals myself. But if I am healthy, I'll probably stick
she wants to accomplish, both personal and as around for a couple years."
a team. "I want to return to Nationals and I
want to do something," McNaney recalls her
last trip to Nationals her freshman year when
she did not do as well as she had hoped. "I have
had the experience, now it is time perform."

McNaney's love for what she does will keep
her running for many more years. And if that is
not enough, she will keep doing it just for the
"flying through the air part."

BROWNSTONE
PROPERTIES, INC
8

WeProudly Offer
• Single Family Homes
• Townhomes/Apartments
• Short Term Rentals
•OptionalWasher/Dryer I
• Call for current Specials

Visit us online at
mstoneproperties.com
For a complete listing
of available properties.

385-1025
1658 Graves Mill Road
i n fo®bro\vnstoneproperties.com
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Milano's Offers Real Italian Cuisine at
Exceptional Prices
Hours:
Sunday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday

11:30am - 9:30pm
11:30am - 10:30pm
4pm - 10:30pm

Don't guess whether
you qualify for the EITC.

—

Know.
Thetes a tut to know ibuut qualifying for the
Earned Income Tax Credit (E1TQ You need to work
and earn lets than (34.692 If you have children
they mutt meet three qualifying le&ls And that *
just to name a f«w But the most important thing
to know i» you can get help figuring it stl out.
Vtsit u» on the web. call i-uou 1*x- tuui or ask
your tea pteua'ef When it (omes to getting
help claiming everything you honestly deserve
consider it done
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Lady Flames win conference title, but lose to Bulldogs
By Tim Dalton
SPORTS RF.PORTKR

Another year will be added to
the already impressive banners
that swing from the rafters in the
Vine's Center. The Lady Flames
captured
the
Big
South
Championship on March 13,
extending the streak to eight and
breaking Radford's Big South
record of seven straight from
1990 - 1996. The top-seeded
Lady Flames battled the seventhseeded Birmingham-Southern
Lady Panthers in the all important final game.
With spring break starting the
day before the Big South Final,
the Lady Flames were determined to spend their week off
dancing. Liberty's 54 - 41 victory
over BSC reserved them a spot on
the dance floor, the NCCA tournament.
Katie Feenstra led the Lady
Flames in scoring with 17 in only
27 minutes because of foul trouble. She also pulled down 12
rebounds. "The Lord has blessed
me in so many different ways.
He's given me the strength to get
through so many different challenges this year," Feenstra said.
Senior Kristina Palaimaite had
a solid game scoring 13 points
and grabbing seven rebounds. "I
give all the credit to my teammates," she said. "They're great
passers. They see me when I'm
open." Palaimaite also celebrated
her birthday along with the
championship.
Liberty took control early
scoring the first eight points of
the game. Liberty's defense staggered the Lady Panther's offense
holding them scoreless until the
14:58 mark. The Lady Flame's
offense continued to produce and
the defense held BSC to only 11
point in the first half.
The Lady Panther's scoring
leader on the season heated up in
the second half. Lindsay Boyett
scored all of her team high 13
points in the second half to spark
Birmingham-Southern. The Lady

Panthers got as close as seven
but the Lady Flames shut the
door late in the game. Palaimaite
hit a jumper and Monique
Leonard hit two free-throws for
Liberty to seal it.
Coach Green said after that
game, "I'm so thankful for these
young ladies...they're a blessing.
It's an honor to work with four
seniors that have really established themselves within the
league."
Birmingham-Southern was led
by Boyett with 13 points. Brooke
Gentsch helped the Lady
Panther's with eight rebounds.
BSC made a great run to the final
game as a seven seed to finish an
injury laden season.
The Lady Panther's defeated
UNC-Ashville
and
Coastal
Carolina before being stopped by
the Lady Flames. The Lady
Flames defeated Winthrop and
Radford
to
reach
the
Championship game.
The
Lady
Flames
left
Lynchburg with a ticket to the
big dance. Their first round
dance partner was Georgia. The
Lady Flames drew a 14 seed
while the Georgia Lady Bulldogs
were a three seed. The Lady
Bulldogs proved to be too much
for Liberty beating them, 78 53, and ending the Lady Flames
impressive season.
The Lady Bulldogs scored the
games first nine points before an
Aundrea Dawson lay-up put the
Lady Flames on the board.
Liberty played well the rest of the
first half. Kristal Tharp hit a
three-pointer with 5:14 remaining in the half to cut the lead to
only two, 19 - 17. However, the
Lady Bulldogs managed to push
the lead back to nine, 30 - 21, at
the end of the first half.
Georgia showed why they were
a number three seed as the second half opened. Only 10 seconds
in, Janese Hardrick hit a three to
spark the favored Lady Bulldogs.
The Lady Flames struggled to
hang with Georgia's suddenly
explosive offense and found

themselves down 25 points. The
Lady Bulldogs went on to win by
that same margin of 25, 78 - 53.
Tharp hit three from behind
the arc and went a perfect, 4 of 4,
at the free throw line for Liberty.
She finished with 15 points.
Feenstra contributed a gamehigh 10 rebounds along with
eight points in only 20 minutes
of action due to foul trouble. She
was also hampered by a 100-plus
fever.
Cori Chambers led the way for
the Lady Bulldogs with a gamehigh 19 points. Jessica Pierce and
Sherill Baker added 17 and 13
points, respectively. Baker also
had 10 boards giving her a double-double.
The loss ended the Lady
Flames season, one that saw
them reach their eighth straight
conference championship.
The team will lose four invaluable players in
Dawson,
Leonard, Palaimaite, and Crystal
Peace, all of whom are graduating in May.

LESSCHOFER

TRAFFIC CONGESTION - Kristal Tharp goes up for a shot in traffic. Two Lady Bulldogs collapse
on her as she drives the lane.

Flames golf competes in two tournaments
Top ten finishes in first two competitions of the spring season
In their first competition
since last October, the Liberty
golf team finished in a tie for
seventh place at the GEICO
Direct Invitational, in Savannah,
Ga. with a three-day team total
of 928 shots.
The 18 school tournament
provided the Flames with some
tough competition, which saw
Armstrong
Atlantic
State
University finish in first with a
score of 902.
Senior James Yoo and sophomore Jordan Mitchell paced the
Flames with a total of 232. This
score gave them both a 28th
place finish out of the 98 individuals competing.
The team total of 928 strokes
tied them with Birmingham
Southern, and over 20 strokes

ahead of Radford University.
Other scores that Liberty
golfers posted came from sophomore Andrew Turner (235), senior Paul Carey (235) and junior
Jonathan Dickenson (238).
In their second tournament of
the year, the Flames picked up a
sixth place finish behind the
efforts of Dickinson at the
KingsmiH/Williani & Mary
Invitational,
held
in
Williamsburg, Va.
Dickinson shot an eight over
par score of 150, good enough
for a 16th place finish overall.
Carey followed right behind with
a score of 151 and a top 20 slot.
The total team score for the
two-day tournament was 611
strokes. This put them 22 shots
behind tournament winner

Georgetown University.
The five teams ahead of the
Flames were all from the
Virginia or Washington D.C.
area. This included University
of Richmond, Old Dominion,
George Washington and James
Madison.
An improvement of nine
strokes was seen on the second
day of action, propelling the
Flames into the position they
finished. They fired an opening
round 310, followed by their second round score of 301.
Yoo,
Mitchell and Turner
were the other Liberty golfers to
score in the match. Yoo turned
in a 156, while Mitchell and
Turner each tallied a two-day
total of 157.

JOIN US FOR AN EVENING OF
ELEGANCE AS WE CELEBRATE
THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF OUR MINORITY
AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.
.Llbttty

U^lvtliiiu,

MINORITY * INTERNATIONAL STUDENT OFFSCE

Saturday, April 24,2004
5 o'clock • Hotel Roanoke
$30 per person • Formal Attire
AWARDS PRESENTED IN THREE
| CATEGORIES: (1) FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR, (2) COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
AND (3)GRADUATING SENIOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARD.

AAtt&ier or Cerem^tues
MR. JULIO BATISTA

Special

Guests

DR. JOHN M. BOREK,JR.- PRESIDENT
DR. MARK HINE - VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
DR. KAREN PARKER — DEAN SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
MUSIC BY TIMOTHY DAVIS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LES SCHOFER

Oumaya's
Kcsiauram/ Country Cooking
& BostrCU ( . k n m * r

1905 Old Fottii Road
Lynchburg Virginia 24501
B4-845-12Q0
Open l)a% 6:00 am. to 10.00pm
501 N. to Old forest Rd
Right on Old Old Forest Rd.
(After Pizza Hut)
Restaurant Umi down on right,

D,uuur

M auo

CAESAR SALAD
BROCCOLI & CHEESE SOUP
CHICKEN FRANCHISE W/ PESTO SAUCE OVER LINGUINI
FRESH VEGETABLE MEDLEY
BUTTERED ROLLS
RASPBERRY CHEESECAKE OR CHOCOLATE CAKE
COFFEE, ICED TEA, AND DECAFFEINATED COFFEE

WE WILL HOST AN OPTIONAL AFTER-PARTY
ONLY FOR THOSE WHO ATTEND THE BANQUET
FROM 9 PM 1 AM. TICKETS: $5.00

I OVo Discount
with Student ED

TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED BY APRIL 16TH
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David Dees scores 22 points in a loss to top-ranked Hawks
ByBenCates
ASSIST. SPORTS F.DITOR

The Liberty men's basketball team
ended its season in a clash with Saint
Joseph University in the first round of the
NCAA tournament on March 18. The number one ranked Hawks ended the Flames
first trip to the "big dance" since 1994, by
defeating them 82-63 in front of the
packed house at the HSBC Arena in
Buffalo, N. Y.
Freshman David Dees led the Flames
with 22 points. Dees finished 7-9 from the
floor and was 3-4 from three-point range.
Brian Woodson also put in a good performance with 10 points. Larry Blair added
nine points and had four assists, while
Gabe Martin brought down nine rebounds.
But it was Jameer Nelson who shined
in the first round game. The St. Joe's
star netted 33 points in his best shooting performance of the season. Nelson
shot 11-17 from the field on the day, and
was 3-6 from beyond the arc. Delonte
West also helped to scorch the Flames

by adding 18 points of his own.
Liberty's trouble began early on in the
first half. They allowed St. Joseph's to control the pace, and the Hawks did just that,
going on a 9-1 run to begin the game.
Behind Nelson, the Hawks shot 51 percent
from the field in the first half.
The biggest problem for the Flames was
ball handling. The team collectively committed 26 turnovers on the afternoon.
That type of play allowed St. Joe's to head
to the locker room with a 46-26 lead. At
halftime, Nelson had 22 of those points.
But in the second half, the Flames were
a different team. Although they never got
closer than an 18-point margin, they
played tough. At the outset of the half, the
Hawks attempted to increase their lead
even more, going up by 25. But Liberty
shot 50 percent for the half, held St. Joe's
below 40 percent, and outscored the
Hawks in the half.
Liberty brought in 15 men who took
part in their first NCAA match.
"Experience is the best teacher," Coach
Randy Dunton said. "You have to be

there to know how to handle it."
Liberty was forced to compete after
almost a two-week layoff. After winning
its second Big South Championship, the
team had to wait in order to find out who
and where they would play in the tournament.
Dunton was not pleased with his
team's style of play in the game, but is
still happy with the accomplishments of
the program. "Nobody knows how good
Liberty can be because we didn't play
like Liberty in the first 10 minutes of the
game," he said. "We have to live with
that. I'm celebrating the fact that we
had all the success that we had."
The Flames lose five talented seniors
in Ryan Mantlo, Martin, Jeff Riber,
Jason Sarchet, Louvon Sneed, and Glyn
Turner. However, the team adds depth
to its strengths next year with the addition of four new freshmen.
Jeremy
Monceaux and Harry Williams will also
LES SCHOFKR
return from red-shirt seasons. Dees and
SO
CLOSE
Brian
Woodson
goes
up
for
a
block
in
the
Flames'
loss
Blair will also have a year of experience
to
St.
Joseph's.
Woodson
scored
10
points
in
the
game.
under their belts.

Commentary: Dunton and crew eye success on national level
David Dees broke away down
the open court for a rim-rocking
dunk that brought 8,515 screaming
fans to their feet. Larry Blair finished with 29 dominating points,
knocking down seven three's, lights
out from beyond the arc. Ryan
Mantlo's defensive performance
was stellar. These were the sights
and sounds of Liberty basketball at
its best back on March 6, when the
team captured its first Big South
Championship in 10 years.
And what a thrilling experience
it was indeed. After the game, I
overheard one comment made by
an obviously proud parent. "They
could have beat anyone today," the
woman said. For a short while, we
all believed it was true. Yes, it was
sheer pandemonium, utter madness, a Flames fan's heaven, and it
was fun.
But it was more than that. The
Championship capped off one of
the most successful seasons of
basketball at Liberty. And fans,
note this: the team you saw taking

the court this year, the team you added three more victories in the
hoisted in the air and watched cut tournament, all without losing a
down Vines Center nets was the single game at home. This means
best in school history. After that 10 of their losses came against
watching them perform all season a rugged non-conference schedule
long, I can safely say that without that included Duke, Seton Hall and
any reservation.
Arizona.
Thanks to Coach
Then there was the
Randy Dunton and his
first round of the
staff, it is a team that
NCAA
tournament.
has been turned from
The Flames started out
the pit of despair in
very slow against one
only two years time.
of the nation's top
Dunton said he did not
teams, and paid the
do many things differconsequences.
The
ently from last season,
team found itself down
but instead admitted
by 20 points at halfthat he was working
time, but failed to give
with a higher level of
up. They ended up lostalent this year. "The
ing by 19, but played
one thing we did dif- bencates
St. Joseph's straight up
ferently was the schedin the second half,
ule," he said. "They had to learn to outscoring them 36-35.
fight with resolve against a high
An interesting statistic is one
level of competition."
comparing the Flames to nationally
The squad finished the year with ranked opponents. Liberty actually
a final record of 18-14. 1° Big outscored Arizona and St. Joe's for
South play, they went 12-4, and one half during each of those

Campus

Calendar
March

tity of talent ready to take its place.
The Flames will be a much deeper
team next season, with the arrival
of a few highly anticipated athletes.
"It will definitely be the best ball
skills, scoring skills that Liberty's
ever had," Dunton said.
Dunton also said he is currently seeing the beginnings of great
progress at work. "I'm starting
to see some real roots. You've
got some roots in this program
now that will allow it to be
stronger," he said.
The program will continue to
be built-there is no question
about that. Talent will continue
to grow, no question there either,
and that is the scary part about
Flames basketball. Real scary.
Who knows what can happen
here in the future.
This has been a remarkable
year, one to be remembered. It
has been one for the record
books, but it might not remain
the best season we've ever seen
at Liberty for very long.

games. That is phenomenal, considering the fact that they were
competing against All-Americas
and teams with mammoth-sized
basketball budgets.
As far as I am concerned, the
Flames battled against a great team
in St. Joe's, and showed the NCAA
selection committee that they
would not back down from a challenge. "If we take care of the ball
or we knock down some open
three's, then that game would have
taken on a different personality,"
Dunton said.
The team has absolutely nothing
to be ashamed of. They were beaten by a team that eventually
advanced to the Elite Eight before
finally being beaten.
No one will soon forget the tournament run the Flames made this
year. But I believe that this season's NCAA run is vastly different
from that of '94. While this team
will also lose a good amount of senior leadership, and much talent,
there is also an unbelievable quan-

Baseball: strings together wins
Continued from Page 16

The Cardinals got on the board first,
but Liberty kept fighting back, and the
score was tied at 4-4 in the bottom of the
ninth when freshman Todd Sangid doubled to shallow right and pinch runner
Abe Yeakel slid into home around the tag
from catcher Lucas Fry. The Flames won,
5-4In game two against Ball State, the
Cardinals scored three runs in the top of
the second on two Liberty errors, and
then ran away with the game, winning 14-

2. The Flames did not fair much better in
game three, losing 11-5. Todd Mittauer
took the loss, allowing seven runs in the
top of the third.
While the rest of Liberty enjoyed spring
break, the Flames finished their week
with five wins and three losses. The small
ball game plan that players and coaches
discussed in pre-season was evident
throughout the week. Infielders Todd
Sangid and Carlos Garcia have become a
dangerous duo offensively, and the entire
team is showing better fielding, allowing
fewer errors and less scoring.

30- Senior Salute Day, DeMoss Hall Atrium
31- Senior Salute Day, DeMoss Hall Atrium

Classifieds

April

Deadline:

Business Hours:

Rates:

4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Open/Commercial

Attention Getters

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

(434) 582-2128

1- Newstoys, Rebecca St. Jamos &? Jereny Camp incon-

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty.
NO CHANGES.

ALL

3- Ironm3n Bible Study, DeMoss 1106, 10 am
5- Song cf Solomon Bible Study, DeMoss M14, 6:30 ;?m
7- Assessment Day
8L-. GQQ4 I 'riaay Wopihlp gaggle ft, flftfrw^;, & pm

CLASSIFIED

FOR RENT

Want a unique ministry in
Washington, DC? Caregiver
needed for special little girl (age
12) with disabilities. FT/PT
Mon-Fri.
Pastor's
family.
Housing provided. Minister to
her so she can minister to others.
Starts May/June. Training is provided. Females only. If interested email heatherjonesO 1 (aihotmaii.com

Cute and Cozy only begins to
describe this 2 bedroom, 1 bath
duplex. Beautiful hardwood
floors, large kitchen, ceiling
fans, 8 min to LU. $375/month.
1 year lease, no pets. Prefer
very mature, very quiet
Christians Call 239-6082,
leave a message.

FOR
Want your announcement shown here?
Email it to advertising@liberty.edu.
Make sure to include all necessary
information and a contact number.

ADVERTISING

HELP WANTE D

10- Iromken Bible Study, DeMoss 1106, 10 am
11- TRBQ &? LU EasLer Service[ Vines Center, 9:50 aju

$1.00

Champion Special:

cert, Vinss Center, 8 pm, call £U31for info
2- LU Lacrosse vs. Southern Virginia, Williams, 7 pi a

Bold 1st line

SALE

large 3-year old tan upholstered
couch that reclines at both ends,
and center back cushion folds
down into a table. $75 OBO.
Padded green rocker with
matching ottoman. Walnut finish on wood. $50 OBO. Call
316-9027.

Vernon Street - large house 4
BR, 2 full bath, w/d HU, AC.
Call Greg @ 258-4228

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

IS

PREPAID

HELP W A N T E D
SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Excellent
Advertising,
Sales
and
Marketing
o p p o r t u n i t y . Earn
$ 3 0 0 0 to $ 7 0 0 0 + + and
gain valuable b u s i n e s s
experience working
for the O f f i c i a l C a m p u s
Telephone
Directory.
GREAT
R E S U M E
BOOSTER!
C a l l K i e r s t e n at
Around
Campus,
Inc.
8 0 0 - 4 6 6 - 2 2 2 1 ext. 272.
w w w. a r o u n d c a 111 p u s. c o m

Beautiful one bedroom terrace
aptmt in home of faculty member; lovely neighborhood; gas
logs, large patio, wooded area,
$395/mo; call 2563 or 384-2585.

FOR

SALE

Compaq computer and monitor.
5330 US. Exactly 2 years old in
perfect condition. $500. Call
239-8548

Sports
PAGE 16
» ^ ^
lusports04@yahoo.com

Final Thought

Bottom Line

A reflection on the
season that
produced champs

Pat Doney loves
and hates "NCAA
Bracketeering"
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After a rough start, t h e season begins to round into a fine shape
Flames post a 5-3 record over spring break, giving them an overall record of 11-12 heading into this week
By Megan Joiner
SPORTS REPORTER

The Flames baseball team finally added
some tallies to the win column, including a
five- game winning streak over break.
Liberty entered a three game series
against the Marshall Thundering Herd
last weekend with a record of 5-8, but
stand at 10-11 at the end of spring break.
After dropping the first game to Marshall, 8-5, the Flames found their groove
and settled in to win the next two games
of the series.
After getting down by four runs in the
second game against the Thundering
Herd, the Flames battled back, clinching
the game with four runs in the bottom of
the sixth and adding some insurance with

Track's
indoor year
is complete

two more runs in the eighth, ending the
game 8-5.
Chris Zuvich took the win, showing a
strong performance in six innings of
relief, giving up only two hits while striking out seven.
Liberty cruised to a second win in
Monday's game, leading the entire game
and finishing with a score of 14-5. Jason
Jones took the win, pitching seven
innings, allowing only one run on three
hits, and striking out six.
Inclement weather postponed Tuesday's game against the Fordham Rams,
but the Flames swept the double-header
played on Wednesday.
Matt Hensley led the Flames to an easy
9-1 win in the first game, pitching six
innings, allowing no runs on four hits,

and striking out six. Hensley leads the
Flames in wins thus far in the season with
three victories.
In game two, three errors in the bottom of the second led to Fordham's
demise as the Flames cashed in for three
runs. Liberty added two more runs in the
bottom of the sixth when Ryan Hutchinson and Phillip Laurent were both walked
with the bases loaded.
The Flames finished the game with a
score of 9-1.
David Bechtold put another win under
his belt, going six innings, striking out
four, and allowing no runs on five hits.
Liberty took the first game of three
against Ball State in dramatic fashion.
MATT TRENT

Please see BASEBALL, page 15

HURLER - Pitcher David Bechtold is 2-3 on the season in six starts.

Lady Flames fall in Philly

By Evan Falat

Softball
wins two,
loses three
Wins come over
UTEP and
Gardner-Webb

SPORTS REPORTER

Over the past three weeks
the Liberty men and
women's track team have
competed geographically
from the very top to the very
bottom of the East coast.
From Boston to Tallahassee,
with a stop in Charleston,
South Carolina, the team
has been busy traveling and
competing against the best
from the eastern and midwest United States.
On March 6 and 7,15 athletes who hit qualification
standards in their respective
events traveled to Boston for
the IC4A and ECAC indoor
track championships. IC4A
for the men and ECAC for the
women, with each conference
consisting of over one-hundred participating schools.
Leading the way for the
Flames were multi-event star
Dani McNaney and the trio
of Chris Lyons, Dan Rabe,
and Chad Wilson. McNaney
won the women's pentathlon, finishing the five
event competition with 3,697
points. This was McNaney's
first ECAC title as last year
she finished second in the
pentathlon at the ECAC
Indoor Championships last
year.
The middle-distance pair
of Lyons and Rabe also had
great success in their individual events. Both runners
set personal bests in the
qualifying rounds and then
stepped up their performances again in their finals.

Staff Contribution
LIBERTY CHAMPION
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ONE AND DONE - Monique Leonard goes up for a tough shot in traffic during the Lady Flames NCAA tournament loss to Georgia.

In the first win of the
week, the Lady Flames dominated Gardner-Webb to the
tune of a 9-0 shutout victory. Pitcher Sarah Swor
recorded the shutout win.
It was Swor's third
shutout of the season.
Amanda Maska gave the
Flames a 4-0 lead in the
third inning with her teamleading sixth homerun.
On Friday, the Lady
Flames picked up another
win against UTEP as freshman pitcher Rachel Floyd
picked up her first collegiate
victory.
All of the runs for Liberty
came in the bottom of the
second inning, capped off by
a two-run homer by Tiffany
Johnson. It was Johnson's
first homerun of the season.
Two of the three losses
during the week for the Lady
Flames were on shutouts,
including a no-hit 1-0
shutout against 12th ranked
Tennessee.
The other shutout pitched
against the Flames was by
Tennessee Tech, in a 9-0 victory for the Golden Eagles.
Tennessee Tech scored
two runs in the fourth and
fifth innings to pull away
from the Lady Flames.
LU returns to action
today against Longwood
College at 2 p.m.

Please see Track, page 12

Coming up in LU Sports...

Three new coaches highlight start of spring season

3/30 Virginia Tech, 2:30 p.m.
4/2 High Point, 2:30 p.m.
4/3 High Point, 2 p.m.
4/4 High Point, 1 p.m.

Staff Contribution
LIBERTY CHAMPION

3/20 Longwood, 2 p.m.
3/31 @ James Madison, 2 p.m.
4/3 Char. Southern, 1 p.m.
4/3 Liberty Invit., 11 a.m.
Golf
£ji'
4/2 ©Bradford Creek, TBA

i *\^.

Men's Tern

3/30 @ James Madison, 2 p.m.
4/3 Winthrop, 1 p.m.
[ ^ M | Women's T c l f f M ^ ^ |
3/30 @ James Madison, 2 p.m.
4/1 Appalachain St., 3 p.m.

TEACHING SESSION - Players watch coach teach a blocking technique.
<

The Liberty University football team
began its preparation for the upcoming
football season last week as they started
spring drills. After a 6-6 record last year the
team feels that the program is on the rise
and ready for a break out year. With 24 seniors to be players participating in spring
drills, the coaching staff knows that it could
be a special year in 2004 for the Flames
football team. The offense and defense
returns a strong nucleus of veteran players
including Big South player of the year Die
Barnes.
The football team worked out in helmets
the first two days of practice, which was a
warm up for full pads on the third day. All
three practices were filled with enthusiasm
and productivity, with the offense and
defense working against each other in certain running and passing situations.
/

Head coach Ken Karcher added three
new coaches to his staff in Frank Hickson,
Biff Parsons, and Marshall Roberts. Hickson will coach the running backs, Parsons
will coach the quarterbacks, and Roberts
will coach the defensive backs. When
recently interviewed in Liberty University's
Website, Karcher stated, "We are truly
excited about the three new members that
we have added to our staff. Although, I am
thrilled with the level of experience and
knowledge that these individuals bring to
our program as coaches, I am more importantly excited about the quality of each person's character and their commitment to
Christ."
New coaches weren't the only new faces
on the practice field last week. The Flames
welcomed three new players to the team.

Please see FOOTBALL, page 12

